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Chapter 1
Introduction
Advancements in Internet of Things (IoT), cloud and mobile computing have
fostered the digital enrichment—or “digitization”—of physical products, which are gaining
increasing relevance in practice. According to recent studies, global IoT spending will
exceed USD 1 Trillion by 2021 and there will be over 25 billion IoT connections (KPMG,
2018). Porter and Heppelmann (2014) state that IT is “revolutionizing products [as …] IT
is becoming an integral part of the product itself.” Senior business executives like GE’s
former CEO Jeff Immelt (2015) are even proposing that “every industrial company in the
coming age is also going to become a software and analytics company.” This reflects the
increasing relevance of IT components’ (i.e., software, data analytics, cloud computing)
integration into previously purely physical products. We call IT-enriched physical
products, “digitized” products to differentiate them from purely intangible “digital”
products, such as digital music, e-books, and software. Examples of digitized products
include the Philips Hue smartphone-controllable lightbulb, Audi Connect internetconnected cars, or Rolls-Royce’s sensor-enabled pay per use jet engines.
Digitized products provide their producers with a wide range of opportunities to
offer new functionality and product capabilities (e.g., autonomy) that traditional, physical
products do not exhibit (Porter and Heppelmann, 2014). In addition, the digitization of
products allows producers to continuously repurpose their offerings, by extending and/or
changing the product functionality and, thus, enabling new value creation opportunities.
Based on their re-programmability and connectivity, digitized products “remain essentially
incomplete […] throughout their lifetime as users continue to add and delete […] and
change […] functional capabilities” (Yoo, 2013). For instance, the Philips Hue connected
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lightbulb enables remote control of basic functions (e.g., switching on and off the light) as
well as setting more advanced light scenes for day-to-day tasks (e.g., relax, read) via
Amazon’s Alexa artificial intelligence assistant (Signify, 2019), offerings that were not
intended use cases when Signify (previously known as Philips Lighting) created Hue in
2012. Thus, digitized products present limitless potentials for new functionality and
unforeseen use cases, which provides them with a huge innovation capacity.
Despite the limitless potentials offered by digitized products, there has been a
slow uptake of digitized products by businesses so far (Jernigan et al., 2016; Mocker et al.,
2019). According to a 2016 MIT Sloan Management Review report (Jernigan et al., 2016)
only 24% of the investigated firms were actively using IoT technologies – a key
technology for digitized products. In a more recent research study Mocker et al. (2019)
found that the median revenue share from digital offerings (i.e., solutions based on ITenriched products) in large companies only accounted for 5% of the total revenue of the
investigated companies.
The slow uptake of digitized products might be explained by the challenges that
firms face regarding the changing nature of digitized products. Pervasive digital
technologies (such as IoT) change the nature of products by adding new functionality that
was previously not part of the value proposition of the products/services (e.g., a pair of
shoes embedded with sensors and connectivity allows joggers to have access to data
regarding their run distance, speed, etc.) (Yoo et al., 2012). The addition of new
functionality and use cases of digitized products makes it harder for producers to design
and develop relevant products (Hui 2014). As described in the paper ‘Do Your Customers
Actually Want a “Smart” Version of Your Product?’, “just because [firms] can make
something with IoT technology doesn’t mean people will want it.” (Smith, 2017).
The shift in digitized products’ nature poses new challenges for producers along
the entire product development process (Porter and Heppelmann, 2015; Yoo et al., 2012)
and create a paradox in product digitization, described by Yoo et al. (2012) as the paradox
of pace: while technology accelerates the rate of innovation, companies need to spend
more time to digitize their products, extending time to market. The production of these
digitized products also becomes more challenging, e.g., as companies need to deal with
different clock-speeds of software and hardware development (Porter and Heppelman,
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2015). The above-mentioned challenges suggest that producers need to better understand
how they can generate value from their digitized products’ generative potentials.
The body of literature on digitized products has been growing in recent years. For
instance, Herterich et al. (2016) investigate how digitized product affordances (i.e.,
potentials) enable industrial service innovation; Nicolescu et al. (2018) explore the
emerging meanings of value associated with IoT; and Benbunan-Fich (2019) studies the
impact of basic wearable sensors on the quality of the user experience. However, it
remains unclear what it takes for firms to generate value with their digitized product
potentials. This dissertation investigates this research gap.
The rest of this introduction chapter is structured as follows. We first provide an
overview of digitized products discussing their conceptualization. We then provide further
detail into the research motivation and research objectives of the dissertation. Last, we end
the chapter by presenting the research outline of the dissertation and by declaring the
contribution of the author as well as the contribution of the co-authors and other parties to
the five chapters that are part of this dissertation.
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1.1.

Digitized Products: Conceptualization 1
Based on an extensive literature review, we identified a number of different terms

used for physical products with digital components, including “smart products”, “smart
connected products”, “connected products”, “smart objects”, “augmented products”,
“intelligent objects”, “cyber-physical systems” and “product service systems” (see Table
1.1). While this demonstrates a broad variety of terms and possible differences in the
underlying concepts, the term “smart product” seems to be the most widely-used term in
literature (Ahram et al., 2011; Ahram et al., 2012; Gutierrez et al., 2013; Lerch and Gotsch,
2015; Maass and Varshney, 2008; Mühlhäuser, 2008; Rijsdijk and Hultink, 2009; Sabou et
al., 2009; Yoo et al., 2012; Yoo et al., 2010). Other authors use related terms, such as
“smart, connected product” (Porter and Heppelmann, 2014), smart object (Borgia, 2014),
and intelligent object (Wunderlich et al., 2015).
Despite the widespread use of the term “smart product”, examples presented in
the mentioned papers show that there are significant differences in the underlying
concepts, i.e., differences in what the authors mean with the term. For instance, Rijsdijk
and Hultink (2009) consider autonomous (but not necessarily network-connected) products
like a washing machine or an autonomous vacuum cleaner that reacts to its environment
via sensors as smart products, whereas Porter and Heppelmann (2014) also consider more
sophisticated products such as the smartphone-controllable Sonos speaker system that
allows to connect the product to an ecosystem of third party digital services (e.g., Spotify,
Pandora, Apple Music).

1

Section 1.1 appeared in the following conference proceedings: Novales, A., Mocker, M., and

Simonovich, D. 2016. IT-enriched “Digitized” Products: Building Blocks and Challenges. Proceedings of the
22nd Americas Conference on Information Systems. San Diego, US.
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Ahram et al. (2011) and Ahram
et al. (2012)
Allmendinger and Lombreglia
(2005)
Barrett et al. (2015)

x
x
x

Borgia (2014)

x

Cusumano (2008)

x

Gutierrez et al. (2013)

x
x

x

lansiti and Lakhani (2014)

x

Lerch and Gotsch (2015)

x

Lusch and Nambisan (2015)

x

Maass and Varshney (2008)

x

Mühlhäuser (2008)

x

Parmar et al. (2014)
Porter and Heppelmann (2014)
and Porter and Heppelmann
(2015)
Rijsdijk and Hultink (2009)
Sabou et al. (2009)

x
x
x
x

Wunderlich et al. (2015)
Yoo et al. (2010) and Yoo et al.
(2012)

Augmented product

Intelligent object

Smart object

Product Service
Systems

Cyber-Physical
Systems

Digitized product

Connected product

Smart product

Smart, connected
product

Table 1.1 Different terms used for digitized products.

x
x

x

Because there is such a broad variety of what authors mean when they use even
the same or similar terms, we dissected the different elements of the concepts underlying
the used terms. By collecting and classifying the definitions and examples of digitized
products in our article pool, we identified the following five conceptual elements that
represent the building blocks of digitized products in literature (see Figure 1.1):
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(1) “hybridity” (i.e., the mere combination of digital and physical components), (2)
smartness, (3) connectivity, (4) servitization and (5) digitized product ecosystems.

Figure 1.1 Conceptual elements of digitized products in literature.
The different definitions and examples provided by the authors in this literature
review, differ by the combination of these conceptual elements, i.e., different types of
digitized products combine different building blocks.
This dissertation refers to “digitized products” (Yoo et al., 2010; Yoo et al., 2012)
meaning any combination of a physical product with a digital component that includes at
least smartness and connectivity.

1.1.1.

Hybridity (combination of digital and physical components)

As IT components get embedded in physical products (Maass and Varshney,
2008; Mühlhäuser, 2008; Porter and Heppelmann, 2014; Sabou et al., 2009; Wunderlich et
al., 2015; Yoo et al., 2012; Yoo et al., 2010), “hybridity” is defined as the product’s quality
of combining both digital and physical components.
Examples of hybrid products include e.g., digitized lawnmowers, vacuum cleaners
and washing machines (Rijsdijk and Hultink, 2009) and wearables with embedded sensors
(Ahram et al., 2011; Maass and Varshney, 2008; Mühlhäuser, 2008; Porter and
Heppelmann, 2014). As reflected by these examples, hybrid digitized products are physical
products (e.g., a car) that have been augmented with digital functionality (e.g., a connected
car). These products serve a purpose on their own (e.g., a car that allows a person to drive
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from A to B). They are not a mere carrier (or storage) for software, data or digital
functionality (e.g., a PC or a credit card).
The physical components comprise mechanical elements of the product that
enable its functioning, whereas digital components embody the logic. Digital components
include a wide variety of elements ranging from sensors to software running on
microprocessors (Ahram et al., 2011; Maass and Varshney, 2008; Mühlhäuser, 2008;
Rijsdijk and Hultink, 2009).
Product hybridity represents the most basic building block of any digitized
product, since digital components are the key enablers of product digitization.

1.1.2. Smartness
Different authors consider different dimensions when defining product smartness.
According to Rijsdijk and Hultink (2009) product smartness comprises “seven
characteristics, including autonomy, adaptability, reactivity, multifunctionality, ability to
cooperate, humanlike interaction, and personality.” Similarly, Porter and Heppelmann
(2014) consider four different levels of functionality enabled by smart products:
monitoring, optimization, control and autonomy. Borgia (2014, p.2) states that smartness
allows products to “sense, compute, communicate, and integrate seamlessly with the
surrounding environment.”
There have been several attempts at comparing the characteristics that make
products smart (Gutierrez et al., 2013; Sabou et al., 2009). For instance, Sabou et al. (2009)
compare the characteristics defined by Maass and Varshney (2008), Mühlhäuser (2008)
and the Smart Product Consortium, and conclude that “context awareness”, “pro-activity”
and “self-organization” are common features.
It is worth noting that not all hybrid digital-physical products exhibit “smartness”
factors. Mobile app-controlled physical objects are digitized products, but not necessarily
context-aware. Examples of product smartness can be found in a car’s “rain-sensing
windshields with automated wipers” (Porter and Heppelmann, 2014) or in sensor-equipped
autonomous vacuum cleaners (Rijsdijk and Hultink, 2009).
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1.1.3. Connectivity
Connectivity refers to the product’s ability to communicate with other systems.
Connected products are able to collect data from their environment and exchange data via
a network (Borgia, 2014). Porter and Heppelmann (2014) distinguish one-to one, one-tomany or many-to-many connectivity depending on the actors involved. Others differentiate
by the technology used, which can range from radio frequency communication (RFID) to
an IP-based internet of things (Maass and Varshney, 2008; Mühlhäuser, 2008).
According to Porter and Heppelmann (2014), connectivity serves two purposes:
“First, it allows information to be exchanged between the product and its operating
environment, its maker, its users, and other products and systems. Second, [it] enables
some functions […] to exist outside the […] device, in […] the product cloud.” This
includes remote access to certain product features.
Furthermore, connectivity is argued to enhance the value and capabilities of smart
components (Porter and Heppelmann, 2014) and even to provide the basis for IT-based
smart products (Lerch and Gotsch, 2015; Lusch and Nambisan, 2015; Mühlhäuser, 2008;
Wunderlich et al., 2015).
Thus, connectivity can be considered a key enabler of some smartness features.
However, not all smart products are connected. For instance, an autonomous vacuum
cleaner (e.g., the Dirt Devil M607 Spider) might sense when it hits a wall, react to this
stimulus through an algorithm, without being connected to a network. Hence, both
elements are considered as separate building blocks. Audi’s “Connect” cars are examples
of connected products: e.g., using a private cloud, the car’s doors can be locked via a
mobile app.

1.1.4. Servitization
Servitization refers to service offerings integrated in manufacturers’ products
(Baines et al., 2009), in our case, enabled by the digital components of the product (Barrett
et al., 2015; Lerch and Gotsch, 2015). These integrated product-service bundles are also
known as product-service systems (Lerch and Gotsch, 2015).
In fact, the digitization-enabled servitization trend allows manufacturers to
provide new business models based on product-service systems (Lerch and Gotsch, 2015),
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generating revenue not by selling a product but through the continuous provision of a
service. An example of this “product-as-a-service” model is Rolls-Royce’s “power by the
hour” (Barrett et al., 2015; Parmar et al., 2014; Porter and Heppelmann, 2015). Instead of
selling an engine, digitization (e.g., through the collection of usage data) allows selling
engines as a service including predictive maintenance services (Barrett et al., 2015; Parmar
et al., 2014).
Porter and Heppelmann (2014) state that these services “create a substitute for
product ownership, reducing overall demand for a product […] since they allow users to
have full access to a product but pay only for the amount of product they use.”

1.1.5. Digitized product ecosystem
The term ecosystem refers to a network of interacting actors (Lusch and
Nambisan, 2015) in which individuals and organizations connect with each other to
combine often complementary products and services (Parmar et al., 2014) that enhance the
overall value offering.
A digitized product can operate as an isolated product or enable other companies
to use the product as a “platform” to innovate on it (Yoo et al., 2010). Digitized products
can hence act as connectors between product users and providers of complementary
products and services (Porter and Heppelmann, 2014). Digitized product ecosystems can
even connect with other ecosystems forming what Porter and Heppelmann (2014) call
“systems of systems”, such as “a smart building, a smart home, or a smart city.”
An example of a digitized product ecosystem is Philips’ HealthSuite cloud-based
platform, which supports connectivity among multiple devices (e.g., medical scanners) and
apps that collect and analyze data, connecting users and healthcare providers such as
hospitals or insurance companies (Philips, 2016).
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1.2.

Research Motivation
Digitized

products'

unique

characteristics

–

re-programmability,

data

homogenization, and self-reference (Yoo et al., 2010) – provide them with a latent
generative potential “as users continue to add and remove applications and change their
functional capabilities” throughout their lifetime (Yoo et al., 2012, p. 1403). This
generative trait makes digitized products subject to continuous innovation (Porter &
Heppelman, 2015; Nambisan et al. 2017; Yoo et al., 2012), allowing producers to
recurrently repurpose their products and pursue new potentials, even when the products are
in the users’ hands (Barrett et al., 2015; Nambisan et al. 2017; Yoo et al. 2010). Hence, the
limitless recombination of digitized products’ unique attributes affords novel potentials for
innovation and value creation (Barrett et al., 2015; Herterich et al. 2016).
Yet, as digitized products remain in a state of flux in which actors continue to
expand their scale and scope, this brings increased complexity for digitized product
innovation (Nambisan et al., 2017; Yoo et al. 2010). While digital technologies (such as
cloud computing, IoT) facilitate experimentation and rapid scaling, they also bring a
greater level of uncertainty regarding how processes unfold in time and space, changing
from linear to non-linear and iterative innovation processes (Nambisan et al., 2017). Thus,
the development of pervasive digital technologies challenges the assumptions of prior
studies on innovation management that presupposed innovation to be a well-bounded
phenomenon, with centralized innovation agency and clear distinction between innovation
processes and outcomes (Nambisan et al., 2017; Yoo et al., 2012). As discussed by
Nambisan et al. (2017, p.225), “less bounded innovation outcomes and processes also
reflect newer success criteria (for example, ones that reflect the potential for radical
rescoping of the product, community-based generativity, platform-based network effects,
etc.) and demand newer theories that incorporate such metrics and underlying factors”.
While IS researchers have started to increasingly focus on the materiality of
digital innovation (Nambisan et al., 2017), the development of unbounded digitized
products requires scholars to conduct further exploratory research (Yoo et al., 2012). In the
last couple of decades, affordance and generativity theories have become increasingly
popular lenses in IS research to investigate the transformative character of digital
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technologies and their generative potentials (e.g., Hutchby, 2001; Markus and Silver, 2008;
Volkoff and Strong, 2013).
Affordance theory allows IS researchers to study how a technology is repurposed
by investigating the action potentials that it offers actors based on their goals, the material
properties of the technology, and the use context (Hutchby, 2001). The study of digitized
product potentials (i.e., affordances) has also gained some attention recently. For instance,
Herterich et al. (2016) investigate how firms perceive four affordances of digitized
products that are related to service innovation – “1) monitor and control industrial products
remotely, 2) empower the technical customer service, 3) manage, optimize and integrate
product operations, and 4) offer performance-based contracting of industrial products” –,
and Benbunan-Fich (2018) investigates wearables’ affordances to identify the drivers of
their success.
Papers using the affordance theory lens in IS (e.g., Dremel et al., 2020; Markus
and Silver, 2008; Strong et al., 2014) look at three processes: affordance perception,
actualization and outcomes generation. Despite the increasing number of studies
investigating the perception of digitized product affordances, their actualization and
outcomes generation still require consideration (Herterich and Mikusz 2016). Our
literature review of papers in leading IS and management journals that use affordance
theory shows that there is limited research that has investigated the actualization of
digitized products’ affordances (e.g., Dremel et al. 2020 explore the actualization process
of big data analytics affordances) and that to the best of our knowledge there is no research
so far that has investigated the affordance outcomes generation process. As the effective
actualization of affordances is a pre-condition to generate impact (Du et al., 2019; Strong
et al., 2014) and because of the greater level of uncertainty brought by digitized products’
development and innovation (Porter and Heppelmann, 2015; Yoo et al., 2012), this gap in
research limits our understanding of how firms realize value with their digitized products.
This dissertation aims to address this gap by exploring what it takes for firms to
generate value with their digitized product potentials and how they can fuel innovation by
accelerating the pace and scale of these generative potentials’ actualization.
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1.3.

Problem Statement
The overall research objective of this dissertation is to advance our understanding

on how firms leverage the generative capacity of their digitized products to generate value
(i.e., desired outcomes) from their digitized products’ potentials and what it takes firms to
do so. To that end, this dissertation deals with the following research question:
What does it take for producers to generate value from their digitized product
potentials?
Taking a socio-technical view, extant research using affordance and generativity
theories suggests that firms generate value following an iterative and dynamic process in
which digitized product potentials are actualized to achieve desired outcomes – determined
by the potentials’ goals. As depicted in Figure 1.2, this dissertation aims to unravel how
this process unfolds – looking specifically at the affordance actualization and outcomes
generation sub-processes – and how firms boost innovation by increasing the speed (i.e.,
time taken to produce innovation outcomes) and scale (i.e.,

innovation quantity) of

digitized product potentials.
Extant studies exploring the actualization process of digitized product affordances
suggest that experimenting and learning play an important role (e.g., Du et al., 2019;
Dremel et al., 2020; Strong et al., 2014). Still, the process by which firms learn during the
actualization of technology affordances remains unclear. In chapter 2 we investigate how
firms embrace organizational learning (via the implementation of feedback loops) during
the actualization of digitized product affordances in order to deal with the dynamism and
uncertainty of digitized product potentials’ actualization. In chapter 3 we look at the
affordance outcomes generation process – an understudied process in affordance theory –
to understand what it takes for firms to realize desired outcomes (i.e., value) from
actualized affordances. Last, in chapter 4 we take a generativity lens to investigate the
effect of adopting low-code development platforms – which represent a coding approach
that requires little to no coding skills to build applications – on fueling digitized product
innovation (both in scale and pace). As the paradox of pace – technology accelerates the
rate of innovation, but companies need to spend more time to digitize their products –
remains an unaddressed issue in digitized product innovation, this dissertation explores
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how low-code development platforms (LCDPs) have emerged as a potential solution that
unleashes innovation and addresses this paradox, by allowing firms to apply a more
experimental and collaborative approach in the development.
CHAPTER 2: ACTUALIZATION OF DIGITIZED
PRODUCTS‘ POTENTIALS

CONTEXT:
ORG. USE
CONTEXT

ACTOR:
PRODUCER

TECHNOLOGY:
DIGITIZED
PRODUCT

PERCEIVED
DIGITIZED
PRODUCTS‘
POTENTIALS
(i.e., affordances)

ACTUALIZED
POTENTIALS
(i.e., affordances)

DESIRED
OUTCOMES (i.e.
VALUE)

CHAPTER 3: OUTCOMES GENERATION OF
DIGITIZED PRODUCTS‘ POTENTIALS

LOW CODE DEVELOPMENT PLATFORMS (LCDPs)

CHAPTER 4: EFFECT OF LCDPs ON FUELING INNOVATION WITH DIGITIZED PRODUCTS

Figure 1.2 Graphical overview of the dissertation outline.
The empirical chapters in the dissertation are designed to address the abovementioned research question by investigating the following three sub-questions,
respectively:
SubQ1: How do producers of digitized products embrace organizational learning
to actualize digitized product affordances (i.e., potentials)? (Chapter 2)
SubQ2: What are the key inhibiting factors that prevent producers from
generating desired outcomes from their digitized product affordances? (Chapter 3)
SubQ3: What are the mechanisms by which low-code development platforms
(LCDPs) fuel innovation with digitized products and what are the action principles
companies apply to implement these mechanisms successfully? (Chapter 4)
This dissertation aims to provide an answer to the main research question and the
three sub-questions by a) integrating different theoretical perspectives (affordance and
generativity theoretical lenses), b) using a multi-methods approach, and c) integrating
different literature streams. As depicted in Table 1.2 below, this dissertation uses a
longitudinal multiple case study, an in-depth case study combined with necessary
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condition analysis (NCA), and cross-sectional interviews as part of an action principles
research approach. The findings of this dissertation should help firms reap the benefits of
their digitized products’ generative potentials.

1.4.

Research Outline
This dissertation is structured as follows. In chapter 2 we discuss how firms

embrace organizational learning via the implementation of four distinctive feedback loops
during the actualization of digitized product affordances. In chapter 3 we look at the
affordance outcomes generation process – an understudied process in affordance theory –
and provide an affordance-outcomes concept that theorizes key inhibiting factors that must
be absent for realizing desired outcomes from actualized affordances. In chapter 4 we take
a generativity lens to investigate the effect of adopting low-code development platforms to
innovate with digitized products and identify two low-code mechanisms – democratization
and rapid prototyping – that contribute to fueling digitized product innovation (both in
scale and pace). Last, in chapter 5 we conclude our work discussing the main contributions
and providing directions for future research. Figure 1.3 provides an overview of the
structure of this dissertation. For more detail about the research question(s), theoretical
lens, method, and key contribution of each chapter see Table 1.2.

Chapter 1
Introduction and research
context

Chapter 2
Embracing learning to
actualize digitized product
affordances

Chapter 3
Realizing desired outcomes
from digitized product
affordances

Chapter 5
General discussion and
concluding remarks

Figure 2.3 Structure of the dissertation.

Chapter 4
Adopting low-code development
platforms for fueling innovation
with digitized products
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Chapter 2. Abstract: The development of digital technologies, such as the
Internet of Things, enables enriching physical products with digital properties. Despite the
many new affordances that these “digitized products” offer, their actualization poses
several challenges for the producers. Based on a longitudinal multiple-case study with six
large manufacturing firms of digitized products, our study explores the actualization of
digitized product affordances. We provide a model that extends affordance-actualization
theory by differentiating four distinct feedback loops that are part of the affordance
actualization process. Our findings suggest that firms follow a test-and-learn approach
when actualizing their digitized product affordances. Companies implement this test-andlearn approach by formulating and testing a series of hypotheses; the learning happens via
four feedback loops, two of which represent single-loop learning (i.e., refining/readjusting
the affordances), while the other two represent a double-loop learning process (i.e., a reevaluation of the affordance and its elements that lead to formulate a complete new
affordance). Implementing these four feedback loops might help managers embrace a
“test-and-learn” culture to enhance the actualization of digitized product affordances.
Chapter 3. Abstract: Despite the potential of IoT-enriched digitized products,
firms struggle to generate real value and impact. Based on a review of affordance theory,
the outcomes generation process - an underdeveloped part of the theory - is investigated
from the perspective of digitized products’ potentials (i.e., affordances). We conduct a
detailed exploratory multiple case study within a professional equipment manufacturer and
investigate the outcomes generating process of four actualized digitized product
affordances. Using necessary condition analysis (NCA), the six most critical inhibiting
factors for desired outcomes generation are identified. Our findings contribute to
affordance theory (a) by providing an affordance-outcomes concept that theorizes key
inhibiting factors that represent necessary conditions and that must be absent for
generating desired outcomes from actualized affordances, (b) by applying NCA to
affordance theory and providing evidence of how it can contribute to identifying critical
(i.e., key) inhibitors/ predictors for failure, and (c) by identifying six key inhibiting factors
that re-examine the role of data with respect to the “technology” element in affordance
theory and that contribute to advancing our understanding of digital innovation
management with digitized products.
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Chapter 4. Abstract: The generative potential of digitized products creates many
opportunities for innovation. At the same time, innovating with digitized products creates a
paradox: while technology accelerates the rate of innovation, companies need to spend
more time to digitize products, extending time to market. Low-code development
platforms (LCDPs) have emerged as a potential solution that unleashes innovation and
addresses this paradox. Based on an empirical investigation, we identify and theorize two
low-code development mechanisms for fueling innovation with digitized products:
democratization and rapid prototyping. Democratization refers to the empowerment and
active involvement of non-IT-savvy employees in the application development process,
which leads to an increase in innovation resources. Rapid prototyping concerns the
shortening of proof-of-concept iterations, which leads to increasing the speed of the
applications' development. Our study contributes to the body of literature in digital
innovation and software development orchestration by explaining how the two low-code
development mechanisms redefine the role of the various actors involved in the product
development process, fueling digitized product innovation. Through action principles
research, we identify twelve action principles – seven generic that apply to all kinds of IT
projects, five specific principles to the use of LCDPs – that can guide the implementation
of these low-code development mechanisms. The action principles specific to low code
suggest to apply the LCDPs to low complexity tasks, to continuously invest in keeping
low-code components up to date, to build a flexible and extendable LCDP, to support the
translation between low-code and traditional code, and to evaluate the constraints of the
digitized product.
Chapter 5. This chapter concludes the dissertation and revisits the most important
findings/conclusions from chapters 2, 3, and 4. Besides, it also provides an overview of
managerial guidelines, limitations of the dissertation and an outlook on future research.

Extended affordance-actualization
Affordance-outcomes concept that
model that highlights and explains
theorizes key inhibiting factors of
four distinctive feedback loops
desired-outcomes-generation and
that firms implement to embrace a identification of six key inhibitors that
test-and-learn approach during
re-examine the role of data with
affordance actualization.
respect to the “technology” element in
affordance theory.

Key
contribution

In-depth case study and necessary
condition analysis (NCA)

Affordance theory

Longitudinal multiple-case study

Affordance Theory

Theoretical
lens

Chapter 4

Theorizing of two LCDP
mechanisms – democratization
and rapid prototyping – and
identification of twelve action
principles (seven generic to
IT/IoT projects, five specific to
the use of LCDPs) that firms
ought to consider for actualizing
the two mechanisms.

Cross-sectional interviews and
action principles research

Generativity

What are the key inhibiting factors that (1) What are the mechanisms by
prevent producers from generating
which LCDPs fuel innovation
desired outcomes from their actualized
with digitized products?
digitized product affordances?
(2) What are the action
principles companies apply to
implement these mechanisms
successfully?

Chapter3

Method

How do producers of digitized
products embrace organizational
learning to actualize digitized
product affordances?

Research
question(s)

Chapter 2

Table 1.2 Overview of the empirical chapters, highlighting their methodology and contribution.
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1.5.

Declaration of Contribution
In this section, I declare my contribution to the chapters of this dissertation as well

as the contribution of co-authors and other parties.
Chapter 1: The majority of this chapter is written by the author of this
dissertation. The supervisory team (Eric van Heck and Martin Mocker) gave feedback that
was afterwards implemented accordingly. Section 1.1. is based on a research paper that
appeared in the proceedings of the 22nd Americas Conference on Information Systems
(San Diego, California). This paper is joint work of the author of the thesis, Martin Mocker
and Daniel Simonovich, and the author of this dissertation is the first author.
Chapter 2: This chapter is joint work from the author of the thesis and Martin
Mocker. The author of this dissertation is the first author of this chapter. The majority of
the work including data analysis, identification of related literature, definition of
theoretical contribution, and the writing of the paper was done by the author of this thesis.
The co-author of this chapter contributed by structuring the chapter, participating in most
of the interviews during the data collection, rewriting parts of the chapter, and providing
guidance and feedback. Eric van Heck from the supervisory team also provided valuable
feedback that was implemented accordingly in the chapter. This chapter is currently under
peer review at an international information systems journal and the author of this
dissertation is the first author.
Chapter 3: This chapter is joint work from the author of the thesis, Martin
Mocker and Eric van Heck. The author of this dissertation is the first author of this chapter.
The majority of the work including data analysis, identification of related literature,
definition of theoretical contribution, and the writing of the paper was done by the author
of this thesis. The co-authors of this chapter contributed by structuring the chapter,
participating in the interviews during the data collection, rewriting parts of the chapter, and
providing guidance and feedback. This chapter is currently under peer review at an
international information systems journal and the author of this dissertation is the first
author.
Chapter 4: This chapter is joint work from the author of the thesis and Ruben
Mancha. The author of this dissertation is the first author of this chapter. The majority of
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the work including data analysis, identification of related literature, definition of
theoretical contribution, and the writing of the paper was done by the author of this thesis.
The co-author of this chapter contributed by structuring the chapter, participating in the
interviews during the data collection, rewriting parts of the chapter, and providing
guidance and feedback. The supervisory team (Eric van Heck and Martin Mocker) also
provided valuable feedback that was implemented accordingly in the chapter. This chapter
is currently under peer review at an international information systems journal and the
author of this dissertation is the first author.
Chapter 5: This chapter is written by the author of this dissertation. The
supervisory team (Eric van Heck and Martin Mocker) gave feedback that was afterwards
implemented accordingly.
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Chapter 2
Stay in the Loop: Fostering Hypothesis Testing and
Learning via Feedback Loops during the
Actualization of Digitized Product Affordances 2
2.1.

Introduction
The enrichment of physical products with digital technologies such as Internet of

Things (IoT) technologies, analytics, machine learning, cloud and mobile computing is
becoming increasingly relevant in research and practice. Porter and Heppelmann (2015)
state that information technology (IT) is “revolutionizing products [as …] IT is becoming
an integral part of the product itself.” Examples of these IT-enriched, digitized products
include the Philips Hue smartphone-controllable lightbulbs, Audi Connect internetconnected cars, or Rolls Royce’s smart, connected jet engines.
Digitized products provide numerous action potentials for producers to generate
value, such as helping inform the service department with data about error-codes or
enabling a pay-per-use contracting. Still, the adoption of digitized products by companies
has been slow so far (Jernigan et al., 2016; Mocker et al., 2019). According to a recent
research study from MIT CISR (Mocker et al., 2019), the median revenue share from
digital offerings in the investigated 150 large companies only accounted for 5% of their
total revenues.
2

This chapter is based on a working paper by Novales, A., and Mocker, M. 2022. Stay in the Loop:

Fostering Hypothesis Testing and Learning via Feedback Loops during the Actualization of Digitized Product
Affordances. The paper is under peer review at an international IS journal.
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As pervasive digital technologies change the nature of products by adding new
functionality that was previously not part of the value proposition of the products/services
(e.g. a pair of shoes embedded with sensors and connectivity allows joggers to have access
to data regarding their run distance, speed, etc.) (Yoo et al., 2012), they pose many new
challenges (e.g., dealing with different clock-speeds of software and hardware
development) for firms to successfully implement digitized products and actualize their
potentials (Porter and Heppelmann, 2015; Yoo et al., 2012). This might explain the slowup take of digitized products by businesses so far and suggests that producers need to
better understand how they can successfully actualize their digitized products’ potentials.
In our study, we adopt affordance-actualization (A-A) theory (Strong et al., 2014)
as the theoretical lens, in order to guide our exploration of digitized products potentials’
actualization. In recent years, AA theory has become increasingly popular in IS research to
investigate how actors realize value from digital technologies’ potentials on an
organizational level (Volkoff and Strong, 2017; Strong et al. 2014). AA theory allows IS
researchers to investigate the actualization of the action potentials (i.e. affordances) that a
technology (in our case digitized products) offers to actors in a given use context (Markus
and Silver, 2008). In affordances’ origin in the ecology psychology field, researchers
assumed that actors were easily capable of actualizing perceived affordances. For instance,
when actors see stairs, they recognize that they afford climbing, which represents
perception, and they can easily act on them by climbing the stairs, i.e. actualizing the
perceived affordance of climbing. However, as stated by Strong et al. (2014) actualizing IT
affordances is a more complex and non-linear process. While digital technologies, such as
digitized products, offer many new and exciting action potentials, the journey to realize
those potentials is complex (Yoo et al., 2012). Organizations must learn how to take
advantage of the technology and deal with the actualization of action potentials (Yoo et al.,
2012). This highlights the need for conducting further research on the affordance
actualization process of pervasive digital technologies.
The few papers on digitized product affordances have mainly focused on the
affordance perception process (e.g., Herterich et al., 2016; Mettler and Wulf, 2018). The
affordance-actualization process of digitized products has received less attention, with
scarce research on other digital technologies such as big data analytics (BDA) and
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blockchain. For instance, Dremel et al. (2020) and Du et al. (2019) explored the
actualization of BDA and blockchain affordances, respectively. Dremel et al. (2020)
identified

four

mechanisms

of

orchestrated

organizational

actions

(enhancing,

coordinating, constructing, and integrating) that contribute to the actualization of BDA
affordances and suggested that these mechanisms elicit two modes of organizational
learning (incremental and radical). Du et al. (2019) explored the implementation of
blockchain affordances and proposed that testing and learning – as part of an
experimentation phase – occurs in a separate phase that precedes the affordance
actualization phase.
These studies provide a sound basis for exploring the actualization process of
digitized product affordances and suggest that experimenting and learning play an
important role. Still, the process by which firms embrace learning during the actualization
of technology affordances remains unclear. Given this gap in the literature and the limited
number of empirical studies that have investigated the actualization of digitized product
affordances, our study investigates the following research question:
How do producers of digitized products embrace organizational learning during
the actualization of digitized product affordances?
Based on a longitudinal multiple-case study, our study provides an extended
affordance-actualization model and makes three important contributions to affordance
theory. First, we identify and categorize four distinct feedback loops that are part of the
actualization process of digitized product affordances. These feedback loops explain the
experimentation and learning approach followed by firms for actualizing digitized product
affordances. Second, our study is the first one to provide a conceptualization of the
affordance actualization effort, which we define as the iterative process by which firms
actualize affordances based on a set of actions and re-actions in response to challenges.
Third, our study clarifies the test-and-learn process of organizational learning that firms
follow when actualizing digitized product affordances. This process is based on the
formulation and testing of a series of hypotheses in which the learning happens via the four
feedback loops – two representing a single-loop learning process and the other two
representing a double-loop learning process. Our conceptualization of this test-and-learn
approach provides a first attempt at theorizing testing and learning in the affordance
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actualization process in which future research can build to provide an agile affordanceactualization framework. Next to contributing to research, our study can also help
practitioners to embrace a “test and learn” culture to enhance the actualization of digitized
product potentials.

2.2.

Theoretical Background

2.2.1. Digitized products
Digitized products, which are also referred to as smart products (e.g., Lerch and
Gotsch, 2015), or smart, connected products (Porter and Heppelmann, 2015), exhibit both
digital and physical materiality (Yoo, 2013). The physical materiality comprises the
tangible components (e.g., sensors, engines) enabling some kind of physical functioning
(Yoo et al., 2012) and the digital materiality represents the logic part of the product,
comprising the software incorporated into the product (Yoo et al., 2012).
Based on their connectivity and re-programmability digitized products are
generative, i.e., they can be continuously adapted (Yoo et al., 2010) “throughout their
lifetime as users continue to add and delete […] and change […] functional capabilities”
(Yoo, 2013, p.231). The re-combination of their digital and physical material properties
(Yoo et al., 2010) enables digitized products to display product capabilities such as
monitoring, control, optimization and autonomy (Porter and Heppelmann, 2015). For
instance, the Philips Hue lightbulb contains connectors and actuators (physical materiality)
as well as algorithms and communication protocols (digital materiality) that enable remote
access and control of the product (“control” product capability). These digitized products’
capabilities and their generative trait afford producers new action potentials (i.e.,
affordances) that may be even unpredictable at the time of production (Nambisan et al.,
2017; Porter and Heppelmann, 2015; Yoo et al., 2010). Thus, digitized products’
affordances create new opportunities for innovation and value creation (Herterich et al.,
2016; Yoo et al., 2012).
This shift from traditional product innovation that assumed fixed boundaries (e.g.,
Henderson and Clark, 1990; Utterback, 1994) to an innovation continuum without fixed
boundaries (Yoo et al., 2012; Nambisan et al., 2017), calls for new research that explores
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how innovation and the actualization of affordances unfolds with more dynamic product
boundaries (Yoo et al., 2012). Our research study aims to address this gap in research and
empirically investigate how firms actualize digitized product affordances and embrace
organizational learning to deal with the heightened complexity of innovation with product
digitization.

2.2.2. Affordance theory
James J. Gibson first coined the term “affordance” in the ecological psychology
field in order to describe what the environment “offers animals [actors], what it provides or
furnishes, for good or ill” (Gibson, 1977, p.68). According to Gibson (1986, p. 134), “what
we perceive when we look at objects [e.g., a chair] are their affordances [e.g., potential to
sit], not their qualities [e.g., piece of wood with four legs]”.
In recent years, affordance theory has been extensively used in IS research in
order to investigate the action potentials that a technology offers actors based on the
actor’s goals, the material properties of the technology, and the use context (e.g., Hutchby,
2001; Markus and Silver, 2008; Volkoff and Strong, 2013). As affordances are relational
(Hutchby, 2001; Zammuto, et al. 2007) –neither they originate from the material properties
of the technology or the actor alone –, affordance theory allows researchers to investigate
the “potentials” of a technology (e.g., a digitized product) in a more holistic way, “without
seeing technology as having deterministic outcomes” (Klecun et al., 2016). It is the
interaction between the material properties of the technology, the actor’s goal and the
context in which the technology is being used that shape the affordances (Leonardi, 2013).
The affordance-actualization lens (Strong et al., 2014), has recently gained
attention in IS research in order to investigate the actualization of IT affordances (e.g., Du
et al., 2019; Dremel et al., 2020). As discussed by Strong et al. (2014), prior research on
affordance theory has mainly focused on the perception of affordances, putting less
emphasis on the actualization process, as researchers in the ecology psychology field
assumed that actors are easily capable of actualizing perceived affordances (e.g., climbing
stairs). However, actualizing IT affordances is a more complex and non-linear process in
which actors may encounter many obstacles and engage in a learning process (Strong et
al., 2014). Following the same example of climbing stairs discussed by Strong et al.
(2014), climbing stairs and achieving the goal of ascending might be easy for an
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individual. However, for the affordance of “informing the service maintenance with
product performance data and error codes” the employees in the firm (i.e., the actors)
might have to develop a set of skills to be able to collect, store and analyze data, and the
technology (i.e., the IoT-enabled digitized product) might need to be updated by e.g.,
including new sensors. Based on this gap in research, Strong et al. (2014) set the
theoretical foundation of the affordance-actualization lens by developing a mid-range
theory for the actualization of affordances associated with the implementation of an
electronic health record (EHR), and by defining affordance-actualization as a process
theory in which “actions of individuals generate outcomes, and these immediate concrete
outcomes, in turn, provide feedback for adjusting (as needed) those individual actions as
well as adjusting the elements giving rise to the affordance” (p.70).
Although the affordance-actualization theory conceptualized by Strong et al.
(2014) offers a sound perspective for investigating the actualization of IT, such as digitized
products, it also has some limitations. First, Strong et al. (2014) state that obstacles or
hindering factors can impede the actualization of affordances and that feedback plays an
important role in the actualization process. However, these feedback loops and the
iterations that they might trigger are not considered in their model and are not further
evaluated. Based on their model, we assume that immediate concrete outcomes represent
either outcomes that can ultimately lead to achieving the actor’s goals or
challenges/obstacles that might then require some new actions (i.e., re-actions) in order to
be able to actualize the affordances. This latter type of outcomes (i.e., challenges) and their
subsequent re-actions can be considered the core of the affordance actualization effort, a
key element of the actualization process that has hitherto been neglected in affordance
theory research (Bernhard et al., 2013). Second, Strong et al. (2014) examine the
implementation of an EHR, an artefact that – opposed to digitized products – consists
entirely of digital materiality, thus lacking physical materiality. This might affect the
affordance actualization process of digitized products.
Based on these limitations, we adapt Strong et al.’s (2014) model by
distinguishing immediate concrete outcomes as (1) challenges/barriers that affect the
actualization of affordances and that are, thus, part of the actualization effort, and (2)
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outcomes that occur once the affordance is actualized and are, thus, not part of the
actualization process (see Figure 2.1).
AFFORDANCE
ACTUALZATION

AFFORDANCES

ACTUALIZATION EFFORT
ACTOR:
PRODUCER

CONTEXT:
ORG. USE
CONTEXT

Feedback
CHALLENGES/
BARRIERS

AFFORDANCES
(RE-)ACTIONS

TECHNOLOGY:
DIGITIZED PRODUCT

ACTUALIZED
AFFORDANCES

OUTCOMES

Feedback

Figure 2.1 Affordance-Actualization Model adapted from Strong et al. 2014.
Our study aims to shed light on the actualization process of digitized product
affordances and investigate how firms learn and experiment through the actualization
process based on the generated feedback.
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2.3.

Methodology

2.3.1. Data collection
To investigate our research question, we conducted a longitudinal multiple-case
study with six large manufacturing firms of digitized products that have actualized
digitized product affordances. According to Yin (2003), a case study is applicable when
the research object is still under development and is investigated within its real-life
context. Further, conducting a multiple case study allows researchers to add breadth and
depth by exploring differences within and between cases (Yin, 2003). The study was
conducted over a period of four years and data was collected in two interview rounds.
Following the case firms over this period allowed us to observe the learning that these
firms underwent when actualizing digitized product affordances. Table 2.1 presents an
overview of the firms and interviewees. For all firms, we interviewed the manager in
charge of leading the development of digitized products, as this person is the one that can
provide us with the best insights regarding the actualization of digitized products’
affordances. For three cases, we also interviewed other people following a snowball
sampling approach until theoretical saturation was reached – point at which learning from
interviews is minimal and repetitive with respect to existing information (Eisenhardt,
1989).
We selected global producers of digitized products, all of them large producers
(≥10.000 employees) of previously physical products that had recently started to digitize
some of their products when we started our investigation back in 2016. The firms were
selected based on secondary data (e.g., firm reports, articles in managerial magazines such
as HBR/SMR); from which global firms that are market leaders in their industry and that
have renowned digitized products were chosen. Given the novelty of this type of products
and firms’ scarce experience with product digitization and the actualization of digitized
products’ affordances, this approach allowed us to select those firms that seem to be most
advanced and successful developing digitized products and that, thus, had the potential to
provide us with most relevant insights and learnings.
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Table 2.1 Overview of case companies.
Firm
(no. of
employees)

Industry

Digitized
Products
(Technology)

Interviewee(s) Role
(anonymized)

Interviews’ year
First
round

Second
round

Alpha
(> 10.000)

Professional
Equipment

Professional
cleaning
equipment
augmented with
sensors and
actuators (IoT)

1) Director of
Digitized Products
2) Former Director of
Digitized Products
3) Head of Aftersales
Services
4) Manager
Consulting Services

2016

2019/
2020

Beta
(> 70.000)

Automotive
Safety

Autonomous
driving
equipment
augmented with
sensors and
actuators (IoT)

1) Director
Electronics IT

2016

2020

Gamma
(> 280.000)

Automotive

Connected cars
augmented with
sensors and
actuators (IoT)

1) Team Leader
Management Digital
Product

2016

2020

Delta
(> 10.000)

Skylight

Skylight
products
augmented with
sensors and
actuators (IoT)

1) Head Digital
Product Management
2) Development and
Specifications
Engineer
3) Director IoT/
Digital Global
Product Management

2017

2020

Epsilon
(> 25.000)

Cooling,
Heating and
Power
Solutions

Heating and
cooling systems
augmented with
sensors and
actuators (IoT)

1) Director of Digital
Business and IoT

2017

2020

Zeta
(> 140.000)

Electrical
Equipment

Electrical
equipment
augmented with
sensors and
actuators (IoT)

1) IT Director
2) Chief Technology
Officer
3) Product Manager

2016

2020
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Given the exploratory nature of our study, we conducted semi-structured
interviews combining open-ended and structured questions. The first round of interviews
was conducted when the investigated firms were about to launch or had recently launched
their first digitized products. In this round of interviews, interviewees were asked about the
perceived potentials (i.e., affordances), their organizational goals, actions required for the
implementation, challenges they faced, and practices (i.e., re-actions) that they were
implementing or planning to implement to address those challenges. The second round of
interviews focused on the learnings and feedback loops. We asked interviewees questions
about the actualization journey, potentials (i.e., affordances) that were discontinued and the
reasons behind, learnings from the outcomes and/or actualization process that led to (re-)
actions/ adjustments in the actualization, and learnings that derived in the actualization of
new affordances.

2.3.2. Data analysis
For data analysis, we conducted a qualitative content analysis following Gioia et
al. (2012). We first conducted a within-case analysis for each case firm, distinguishing
between relevant and non-relevant content for all the interviews (1st and 2nd round). The
relevant content (i.e., statements related to affordances and their actualization) was then
assigned to codes (e.g., “technology reuse”). This process was done iteratively, excluding
non-relevant codes and subsequently adding missing codes. In a second step, we then
sought for similarities and differences in the codes. This process led to emerging 2nd order
themes (e.g., “customers’ reluctance” challenge) (Gioia et al., 2012). We did this process
for each of the case companies, generating rich stories about their actualization journeys.
In the last step, the cross-case analysis, we grouped all the identified 2nd order themes
across the six companies into aggregated dimensions representing the feedback loops (i.e.,
organizational learning paths) and connected the themes into an extended AA model
(Gioia et al., 2012). Figure 2.2 below provides an overview of the coding process with
some illustrative codes.
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1st Order Concepts

Exemplary Codes

Generation of
codesillustrating
activities
related to
affordances
and their
actualization
(within case
analysis)

Keeping products up to date

“Upgrading the firmware is
something that will be necessary to
keep the asset up-to-date.”

Adapting products to future
requests

“It is based on an environment
where we can code in our own highlevel language without coding at a
low-level language.”

Lack of customers‘ knowledge

“Customers don't know this area
[IoT].”

Reuse of technology

“The reuse of technology is
something that haunts us among
the various business units.“

Aggregate Dimensions

2nd Order Concepts

...
Seeking
similarities
and
differences
among the
many 1st
order concepts
and grouping
them into
higher level
concepts
(within-case
analysis)

Exemplary Quotes

Affordance: Updating existing
product features (over the air)
Keeping products up to date
Adapting products to future
requests
...
Challenge: Customers‘ reluctance
Lack of customers‘ knowledge

“Today we are capable to upgrade
devices through the internet. [...]
We change the firmware of the
devices, giving a new capability to
the connected devices.”

“Customers see a lot of change,
they are reluctant to it.”

...

Feedback Loop: Re-adjusting
Identifying
affordance elements due to a
themes (e.g. challenging actualisation effort
feedback loop
– effort-driven
Action: Collect data
refinement)
and
Challenge: Customers‘
connecting the
reluctance
themes into an
extended AA
Re-action: Educate customers
model (crosscase analysis)

“The term of IoT, the term of smart
devices, data [...] is too unclear for
them and they are a little bit
confused. We need to educate the
customer first.”

...

Figure 2.2 Overview of the coding process with sample quotes.
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2.4.

Findings
In this section, we present the findings from our study. We first discuss the

digitized product affordances for which actualization was pursued by the case firms. Next,
we present the findings from the affordance-actualization process, highlighting four
distinct feedback loops.

2.4.1. Affordances across three categories
The affordances discussed by the investigated firms can be classified under three
main affordance categories: product-, service-, and operations-related affordances. First,
product-related affordances describe the potentials that aim at enhancing the design and
functionality of digitized products. Second, digitized products enable producers to servitize
their products and/or add external-facing service offerings via consulting. Third, producers
can also benefit from digitized product potentials that aim at improving their internal
operation processes (customer/after-sale service, maintenance, and product development
processes).
Table 2.2 Overview of investigated affordances with sample quotes.
Affordances
identified

Sample quote (in parenthesis: interview quote is
taken from)

Firms

Product-related affordances
Updating existing
product features
(over the air)

“We're capable of improving their products even
before they have any problems. (…) We will push out
a new update to the device itself and then advance
the new software.” Delta

Delta;
Zeta

Improving product
design/functionality
based on product
use data

“If we know how long a machine has been used by
our customers, this has an impact on the whole
engineering. How much capacity do we need with the
batteries? If they're only using the machines 30
minutes per day, we can use smaller batteries and
have a cheaper machine.” Alpha

Alpha;
Gamma;
Delta;
Epsilon;
Zeta
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Service-related affordances
Offering
advice/consulting
services based on
product use data

“More and more, devices are bringing in a lot of
information and customers will not be able to analyze
this information. They will need some experts on this
topic. [… we are collecting] data from the factory to
send it to the cloud and use our experts on energy
management.” Zeta

Alpha;
Zeta

Pay-per-use
contracting

“The whole idea of having pay per use sounds good
and makes sense on a strategic level. […] you reduce
your investments into the machines; you pay for what
you actually need.” Alpha

Alpha

Operations-related affordances
Enriching the
customer
service/after-sales
process with
product
use/performance
data

“If a car has an error, the car automatically sends an
error warning so that we can call a customer and
say, "Your wiper blades are down, your brake pads
are low. Please come to the dealer shop so we can
repair it." It's really proactive and not waiting for the
customer to come.” Gamma

Alpha;
Gamma;
Epsilon;
Zeta

Informing the
maintenance service
process with
product use and
performance data
and error codes

“That means we have a digital tool to help the
service technician to find the problem of the machine,
in an easy way. [...] We get a lot of knowledge out of
the machine before we are on site.” Alpha

Alpha;
Delta;
Epsilon;
Zeta

Offering remote
diagnosis and
maintenance
services

“We have this 24 hour monitoring center where we
offer monitoring and action from the alerts to the
customers. We can fix remotely some facilities of a
customer in our monitoring center” Zeta

Alpha;
Gamma;
Delta;
Epsilon;
Zeta

Enhancing the
product
development
process with
prototyping, usage
and performance
data

“Now the older development process, it's completely
digital. […] The data is used mainly for product
development to launch or to train the algorithms to
verify that the system is working. […] What we are
doing now is that we are taking all the old data and
use that as data backward into the product
development.” Beta

Alpha;
Beta;
Epsilon;
Zeta
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As reflected in Table 2.2 and in the sample quote from firm Gamma below, the
investigated affordances aim at benefiting the producers internally by either enhancing the
offerings – both the products themselves and the services linked to the digitized products –
or by enhancing the process, i.e., the operations, of the firms.
One thing why we are here today is to leverage the advantages for our
firm in terms of the connected car; what options we have in the future
using he connected car to have it as an advantage for us. - Team Leader
Management Digital Product, Gamma

2.4.2. Affordance-actualization process of digitized products
The findings from our data analysis highlight the relevance of learning and
experimenting through feedback loops. As shown in Figure 2.3 below, we identified four
distinct feedback loops that play an important role in learning and experimenting towards
actualizing digitized product affordances and generating outcomes. Our findings also
helped us to test our proposed operationalization of the actualization effort (see Figure
2.1), which constitutes the core of one of the identified feedback loops (feedback loop B).
The identified feedback loops represent ways in which producers learn. A
feedback loop is a flow of information derived from the actualization process itself and/or
from the outcomes generated by the actualization process. That information informs future
actions for the actualization of the affordance at hand and/or other perceived affordances.
Depending on the focus of the feedback, we identified two types of feedback
loops: affordance-related and affordance-elements-related (i.e., related to the individual
affordance elements technology, actor, and context). Feedback loops A and D are
affordance-related: output generated from the actualization effort or from the outcomes
leads to re-thinking of the affordance as a whole, for example by changing the scope of the
affordance and/or perceiving and pursuing a different affordance. In contrast, feedback
loops B and C are affordance-elements-related: the output generated from the actualization
effort or from the outcomes leads to re-adjustments of the actor, technology and/or context
element: e.g., adjusting the data collected from the digitized product (technology element),
extending the competences of the employees actualizing the affordance (actor) or redefining the targeted users of the digitized product (use context).
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AFFORDANCE
ACTUALIZATION

AFFORDANCES

ACTUALIZATION EFFORT
ACTOR:
PRODUCER

CONTEXT:
ORG. USE
CONTEXT

Feedback Loop (B)
CHALLENGES/
BARRIERS

PERCIEVED
AFFORDANCES
TECHNOLOGY:
DIGITIZED PRODUCT

(RE-)ACTIONS

Feedback Loop (A)

ACTUALIZED
AFFORDANCES

OUTCOMES

Feedback Loop (C)

Feedback Loop (D)

Figure 2.3 Extended Affordance-Actualization model for digitized products based on
Strong et al. (2014).
In the following lines, we describe each feedback loop in detail and provide
evidence and examples from the investigated firms. We first describe feedback loops A
and D that lead to rethinking the entire affordance, and later describe feedback loops B and
C that lead to re-adjustments and re-actions of the three affordance elements.
Feedback loops A and D: Affordance-related feedback
Feedback Loop A: Re-thinking an affordance and/or dropping the affordance at
hand to pursue a new affordance due to unsurmountable and/or unprofitable actualization
effort. This feedback loop emerges during the actualization of an affordance, originating
from unsurmountable and/or unprofitable actualization effort, and leads to re-thinking the
affordance at hand and/or perceiving and pursuing a new affordance instead of continuing
to actualize the affordance at hand.
On the one hand, feedback from the actualization effort led in some cases to rethinking the scope of the affordance – by e.g., not implementing the affordance for some
products. For instance, firm Gamma mentioned that for the affordances “updating existing
product features (over the air)” and “improving product design/functionality”, they
sometimes had to re-think the scope because of the strictness of the legal and data
protection office.
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We have a very thorough data protection / legal office, if there is any
risk, we will not do it. There were some few times where we wanted to
do something [add a new feature, functionality], but really, there was no
way we could do it from a legal or data protection point of view. - Team
Leader Management Digital Product, Gamma
On the other hand, feedback from the actualization effort also led in some other
cases to perceiving and pursuing a new affordance instead of continuing to actualize the
affordance at hand. Firm Alpha mentioned how after evaluating the actualization effort and
the benefits of the affordance “pay-per use contracting”, they perceived a new and more
valuable affordance “offering a sharing-economy model for leasing machines” 3, discarding
the affordance at hand.
We did have some actual customer inquiries for a pay-per-use concept.
We tried to come up with an offer. We said, "Okay, let's try it. […] We
calculated the whole thing […] and we discussed it also with customers.
Once they saw that, they said, "Okay, no, that doesn't make sense, we
probably will buy it, as we always did, or we do leasing or rental
because what's the difference?” […] We came to the conclusion that this
can make sense if you have sharing concepts. If there's one machine that
can be used by different or several customers, then it makes sense. Director of Digitized Products, Alpha
Feedback Loop D: Re-thinking an affordance due to a mismatch between the
intended outcomes and the actual outcomes, and/or perceiving a new affordance. This
feedback loop emerges from the outcomes generated by the actualized affordances and
leads to re-thinking the affordance at hand and/or perceiving and pursuing a new
affordance. The potential consequences of this feedback loop are the same as those from
feedback loop A. Yet, the difference between these loops resides in the trigger and the
stage at which these feedback loops occur. While feedback loop A is triggered by

3 This affordance was perceived, but its actualization was not pursued at the time of the investigation.
Therefore, it is not included in Table 2.2.
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unsurmountable and/or unprofitable actualization effort during the actualization process of
an affordance, feedback loop D is triggered by outcomes generated by the actualized
affordance that are not aligned with the desired outcomes (i.e., affordance goal).
On the one hand, unsought outcomes can lead to re-thinking the affordance at
hand. For instance, based on unprofitable outcomes, firm Alpha decided to re-think the
scope of the affordances “informing the maintenance service process with product use and
performance data” and “offering remote diagnosis and maintenance services”, by not
pursuing these affordances for certain products, making, thus, the choice to not digitize and
collect data from certain products.
Now we try to put the telematics into machines that go to certain target
groups, where we see the most potential. That means not putting it into
certain machines anymore, […] because we have smaller machines or
smaller customers that are not interested into a lot of what we can offer
them with looking into the machine data. We try to focus on certain
target groups. - Director of Digitized Products, Alpha
On the other hand, outcomes from an actualized affordance can also lead to firms
perceiving new potential affordances. In another example, firm Alpha mentioned that once
the affordance “improving product design/functionality” had been actualized, the
information generated from the outcomes of this affordance – regarding e.g., customers’
lack of time and experience with interpreting machine use and performance data – led
them to perceiving a new affordance: the potential of “offering advice/consulting
services”.
What we are thinking about is consulting. That we evaluate the data and
just provide the recommendations to them [customers]. If they don't
have any additional work, if they just get information, then it's fine, but
they don't want to spend any time [interpreting and evaluating data
generated by products]. – Manager Consulting Services, Alpha
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Feedback loops B and C: Affordance-elements-related feedback
Feedback Loop B: Re-adjusting affordance elements due to a challenging
actualization effort. This feedback loop is at the heart of the affordance actualization effort,
which is an iterative process in which actions (e.g., collection of product use and
performance data that is a basic action for all affordances) lead to challenges that at the
same time initiate new actions (i.e., re-actions as re-adjustments of the affordance
elements). This feedback loop, thus, describes how firms use the output generated from
challenges that emerge from the actions implemented for the actualization of an affordance
in order to implement a set of re-actions that address those challenges towards actualizing
the affordance.
You have to do one or two iterations. […] You have to go back to the
development, think about your use case, and then rewrite it, redo it, and
then try again. - Team Leader Management Digital Product, Gamma
As opposed to feedback loop A, in feedback loop B, the actualization effort is
profitable and the challenges that emerge are perceived as surmountable.
A key finding from our study highlights the interrelation among the three
elements of the affordances; as actions relating to one of the elements can lead to
challenges referring to another element and re-actions concerning a third element. For
instance, with regard to the action of collecting and processing customer use data from a
set of implemented sensors (which relates to the technology element), firms Alpha, Beta,
Gamma, Epsilon and Zeta described that they had to deal with customer reluctance for
providing access to their data. This challenge relates to the use context element of the
affordances and overcoming it is indispensable for actualizing all investigated affordances.
To deal with this challenge, firm Alpha was trying a different strategy and changing its
commercial approach by establishing dedicated salespeople, who had the knowledge and
skills to sell digitized products, as these products required different sales skills than “pure”
physical products, a re-action related to the skills of the producer’s employees (i.e., related
to the actor element).
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We noticed very quickly that the sales force, which usually sells
hardware, couldn't sell a digital solution, software. It's totally different.
They need totally different skills. It takes a lot of time to convince the
customer to make demos, to make tests and so on. […] We said from the
very beginning, we need dedicated salespeople. – Head of Aftersales
Services, Alpha
The focus of feedback loop B and the actualization effort are affordanceelements-related – as actions, challenges and re-actions relate to one specific element, the
above mentioned example demonstrates that there are interactions across the three
elements, and that the actualization of the affordances requires a fit among all three
elements. Yet, since feedback loop B manifests before the affordance is actualized and
used, most of the challenges discussed by the interviewees in relation to feedback loop B
refer to the technology and actor elements, as the use context plays a less relevant role. In
this regard, interviewees mentioned challenges, such as hacking/security and scaling of the
infrastructure (related to the technology element), as well lack of skills/competences and
dealing with differences in the ways of working of various groups of employees due to the
different clock speeds of digital and physical development (related to the actor element).
Feedback Loop C: Re-adjusting affordance elements due to a mismatch between
the intended outcomes and the actual outcomes. This feedback loop describes how firms
deal with unprofitable and/or unsought outcomes generated by the actualized affordances,
by implementing a set of re-adjustments across the three elements that make up the
affordance. Similar to feedback loop B, the consequences of feedback loop C involve a set
of re-adjustments across the affordance elements. The difference between these loops
resides in the trigger and the stage at which these feedback loops occur. While feedback
loop B is triggered by challenging and hurdling actualization effort during the actualization
process of an affordance, feedback loop C is triggered by unprofitable and/or unsought
outcomes that are generated from the actualized affordance.
Same as for feedback loop C, our findings also highlight the interactions across
the three elements, and the need for a fit among all three affordance elements. However, as
opposed to feedback loop B, most examples discussed by the interviewees for feedback
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loop C are triggered by the use context element, which seems reasonable as feedback loop
C manifests after the affordance is actualized and used.
For instance, interviewees from firms Alpha, Beta and Zeta mentioned that once
the affordances were actualized, data was used in a siloed way and that it was difficult to
share/re-use the data across the organization (related to the use context element, from an
internal/producer approach).
If I have a project in Japan for example, for a Japanese OEM, this data
was never used to improve the product. - Director Electronics IT, Beta
To deal with this, these firms were working on consolidating data and re-using it
across the organization (related to the technology element).
We move that into one big data center studio […] then structuring the
data, bring that to one data farm. - Director Electronics IT, Beta
In another example, related to the use context element from an external, customer
approach, firms Epsilon and Gamma mentioned that specifically for the affordances
“updating existing product features (over

the

air)”

and

“improving product

design/functionality”, one emerging challenge was understanding customer needs and
getting requirements. To deal with this, firms were involving customers earlier on in the
product development process.
We are actually involving the potential customers into the development.
We are getting the feedback much earlier now.” - Director of Digital
Business and IoT, Epsilon
Figure 2.4 below provides an overview of the key differences and similarities
across the four identified feedback loops regarding the type (affordance- or affordanceelements-related), trigger (effort or outcomes) and consequence of the loops (refining
affordance elements, which can be considered a set of incremental adjustments, or
perceiving and pursuing a new affordance, which can be considered a set of more radical
adjustments).
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Affordancerelated

Effort-Driven
Reconceptualization
Feedback Loop A

Outcomes-Driven
Reconceptualization
Feedback Loop D

New Affordance
(Radical adjustments)

CONSEQUENCE

TYPE OF LOOP
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elementsrelated

Effort-Driven
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Feedback Loop B

Outcomes-Driven
Refinement
Feedback Loop C

Refining Affordance
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(Incremental adjustments)

Outcomes
Effort
(Unsought
(Challenging or
and/or unprofitable)
unsurmountable and/
or unprofitable)
TRIGGER

Figure 2.4 Typology of the four feedback loops highlighting the loops’ level, trigger and
consequence.

2.5.

Organizational Learning as a Key Aspect of the Affordance

Actualization Process: Experimenting via Hypothesis Testing
The four feedback loops discussed above exemplify how firms experiment and
learn through the actualization process. Our findings suggest that the actualization of
digitized product affordances represents a process of organizational learning in which
actors undertake a course of action, which they then adapt based on the outcomes derived
from the action in order to get closer to their desired outcomes (Van de Ven and Polley,
1992; March and Olsen, 1975). Central to this test-and-learn process is the use of feedback
from the outcomes derived from prior actions to inform subsequent actions (i.e., reactions) (Van de Ven and Polley, 1992).
As shown in figure 2.5, perceived affordances represent hypothesized potential
actions. When actors perceive an affordance, they are making assumptions about a
potential. It is uncertain whether that perceived affordance can be actualized (or is worth
actualizing) and whether the assumed use context, assumed technology capabilities and
assumed actor’s goal and skills reflect the reality and/or are sufficiently aligned to allow
successfully actualizing that affordance and generating the desired outcomes. As firms
actualize their affordances, the above indicated feedback loops provide insights about the
accuracy of the hypothesized elements and their fit, bringing more certainty and leading to
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a reformulation of the hypotheses towards successfully actualizing the affordances and
towards generating outcomes that can lead firms to achieve their aimed goal.
In line with the identified feedback loops, the formulated hypotheses are revised
at two stages: during the affordance actualization process and after the affordance has been
actualized. During the affordance actualization process, preliminary feedback is generated
– triggered by the actualization effort – that allows firms to revise the hypotheses and get
more certainty regarding the fit among the hypothesized affordance elements as well as the
potential actualization of the affordance. As discussed above, the affordance actualization
effort can trigger feedback loops A and B. These two feedback loops can be associated
with two different types of learning as described by Argyris and Schön (1978): single-loop
learning and double-loop learning. Feedback loop A is triggered by effort that is perceived
as unsurmountable and/or unprofitable and leads to perceiving a new affordance and, thus,
to formulating new hypotheses. Thus, feedback loop A represents double-loop learning in
which errors at the core of the affordance (i.e., the actor’s goal, the technology features,
and use context) are identified, which lead to a complete re-evaluation of the affordance
and to a formulation of new hypotheses around the affordance elements. As an example,
firm Alpha hypothesized that the affordance “pay-per-use contracting” could be actualized
by collecting information about running hours of the machine (technology element) and
that it would provide a new source of revenue (goal regarding the actor element) also
benefiting the customers as they would save money and only pay for what they use (use
context). However, based on the feedback from the actualization effort, the hypothesized
use context did not resemble customers’ expectations, as they were not interested. Still, the
provided feedback helped firm Alpha to perceive a new affordance – “offering a sharingeconomy model for leasing machines” – and formulate new hypotheses around the three
affordance elements.
In contrast to feedback loop A, feedback loop B is triggered by challenges that are
perceived to be surmountable and worth the effort resulting in reformulated hypotheses.
Thus, feedback loop B represents a single-loop learning as the core of the affordance (i.e.,
the actor’s goal, the technology features, and use context) remains valid and the feedback
is part of an error-and-correction process (Argyris and Schön, 1978) in which the
affordance elements are refined (i.e., the hypotheses regarding the affordance elements are
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reformulated). For instance, firm Alpha mentioned how collecting data, which is a key
action related to the technology element of investigated affordances, did not fit with the
hypothesized use context as customers were not willing to share their data. To solve this
issue firm Alpha worked on reformulating the hypotheses with regard to the use context
and actor, by improving the commercial employees’ knowledge about the benefits and
implications of sharing data.
The outcomes generated by actualized affordances also provide new feedback to
the firms, which allows them to test the hypotheses in a real setting. At this stage, the
outcomes of the actualized affordance can trigger feedback loops C and D. In feedback
loop C, unprofitable and/or unsought outcomes lead to reformulating the hypotheses
regarding the affordance elements of the affordance at hand and represent a single-loop
learning (Argyris and Schön, 1978). For instance, although firm Beta hypothesized that the
data generated by the digitized products for the affordance “enhancing the product
development” would be available throughout the organization and shared across the
different employees, its technological infrastructure (technology element) did not allow to
happen and data was being used in a siloed way. To address this issue, firm Beta
reformulated the technology element regarding the data infrastructure and brought the data
to one data farm, making it available for everyone in the organization.
In feedback loop D, the outcomes generated lead to perceiving a new affordance
and to formulating new hypotheses, thus representing a double-loop learning (Argyris and
Schön, 1978). As mentioned by firm Alpha, as they added new functionality based on the
actualization of the affordance “improving product design/functionality”, they realized that
customers were not using all these new functionalities due to a lack of skills for
interpreting some of the data provided by the digitized products. This led them to
perceiving a new affordance “offering advice/consulting services” (a derivative affordance
that is built on top of an actualized affordance (Yoo et al. 2012)) and to formulating new
hypotheses regarding the technology (e.g., data required for consulting), actor (e.g.,
consulting capabilities of employees) and use context (e.g., type of customers that might
benefit from this affordance) elements of the new perceived affordance.
Figure 2.5 provides an overview of the test-and-learn approach that the identified
firms followed during the affordance actualization process, highlighting how the four
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identified feedback loops contribute to the revision and testing of the hypotheses around
the affordance elements.
AFFORDANCE PERCPETION:
Formulating hypotheses

Hypothesized
Actor (Goal)

Feedback Loop B
(single-loop learning):

reformulating hypotheses based
on actualization effort

Reformulated
hypothesized
Actor (Goal)

...

New
hypothesized
Use Context

New
hypothesized
Technology

USE OF ACTUALIZED AFFORDANCE:
Testing hypotheses

Actualization
Effort

Hypothesized
Use Context

Hypothesized
Technology

New
hypothesized
Actor (Goal)

AFFORDANCE ACTUALIZATION:
Revising hypotheses

Reformulated
hypothesized
Use Context

Outcomes

Feedback Loop C
(single-loop learning):

reformulating hypotheses based on
outcomes/reality (hypotheses testing)

Reformulated
hypothesized
Actor (Goal) after testing

Reformulated
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Reformulated
hypothesized
Use Context after testing

Reformulated
hypothesized
Technology after testing

Feedback Loop A
(double-loop learning):

formulating new hypotheses

Feedback Loop D
(double-loop learning):

formulating new hypotheses

Figure 2.5 Illustration of the test-and-learn approach using feedback loops during
affordance-actualization.

2.6.

Implications for Theory and Practice
Our findings contribute to the body of literature on affordance theory and

organizational learning theory, and provide implications for practice.

2.6.1. Implications for theory
Our study answers to Strong et al.’s (2014) and Bernhard et al.’s (2013) calls for
research on the actualization of IT affordances: it provides an extended affordanceactualization model that identifies and explains four distinctive feedback loops that are part
of the test-and-learn approach for actualizing digitized product affordances.
As reflected by our extended model (Figure 2.3), affordances are usually
actualized after a number of iterations through feedback loop B, which represents the
affordance actualization effort. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first one to
conceptualize the affordance actualization effort as an iterative process by which firms
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actualize affordances based on a set of actions and re-actions in response to challenges.
The actualization effort represents a key construct in the actualization process that has
hitherto been neglected in affordance theory research (Bernhard et al., 2013). Next to
conceptualizing the actualization effort, our model also extends Strong et al.’s (2014)
affordance-actualization model by identifying and clarifying four distinctive feedback
loops that are part of the affordance actualization process. While the findings by Strong et
al. (2014) suggest that outcomes and actions generate feedback that informs the affordance
elements, our study renders a more in-depth examination of the feedback loops that are
part of the affordance actualization process: it does so by highlighting the key differences
and similarities across the feedback loops. These feedback loops help advance our
understanding of the affordance actualization of pervasive digital technologies and connect
affordance-actualization theory and organizational learning theories. The identified
feedback loops demonstrate that learning happens continuously during and after the
affordance actualization process instead of being confined to a separate experimentation
phase between the perception and actualization processes as suggested by Du et al. (2019).
This is aligned with prior research relating to lean start-up methodology (Blank,
2013) and organizational learning theories that advocate that innovation and new product
success demand continuous experimentation, learning and recombination of resources
(e.g., Paladino, 2007).

2.6.2. Implications for practice
In practice, the mantra of “fail fast, fail often” is well known (Pontefract, 2018).
It is a common belief that failing fast and early on will provide a number of benefits for
firms, such as ruling out a course of action early in a project in order to achieve the
planned goal and failing cheaper (McGrath, 2011). In software development, firms pursue
agile development to test feature implementations early on in projects and move faster than
in a more conventional, sequential process (McGrath, 2011).
As Pontefract (2018) states, “the real aim of ‘fail fast, fail often,’ is not to fail, but
to be iterative”. Firms must learn from failure and re-adjust, re-do practices as required
(Pontefract, 2018). To fuel innovation and address the uncertainty generated by the current
pace of change in technologies, firms need to embrace a “test-and-learn” culture (Anderson
and Simester, 2011; Davenport, 2009; Ross and Fonstad, 2019).
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Our findings suggest that managers responsible for digitized product innovation
(e.g., heads of innovation, digital product owners, and related roles) might want to
implement the four feedback loops identified in our research to formalize and embrace a
“test-and-learn” culture that enhances the actualization of digitized product affordances by
building theses feedback loops into the development process. From our findings, we
cannot see a need to priorities certain feedback loops over others. Our findings suggest that
those feedback loops appearing earlier in the actualization process (A and B) are not
inherently better or more valuable than feedback loops C and D. For instance, feedback
loop D can contribute to identifying new derivative potentials based on the outcomes from
previously actualized affordances, some of which might even depend on the actualized
affordances in order to be perceived. Similarly, highly complex affordances might require
testing hypotheses in a real life setting, stressing the importance of feedback loop C.

2.7.

Conclusion
Our findings contribute to affordance theory by providing an extended

affordance-actualization model that is applicable to digitized products. Given the
complexity of digitized products and the actualization of their affordances, our findings
suggest that firms follow a test-and-learn process when actualizing their digitized product
affordances, in which feedback loops play a central role in informing subsequent actions
(re-actions).
We provide an extended affordance-actualization model that builds on Strong et
al. (2014) and identify and categorize four distinct feedback loops that are part of the testand-learn approach for actualizing digitized product affordances that represent single- and
double-loop learning processes. These feedback loops differ depending on their trigger –
affordance actualization effort or outcomes generated by actualized affordances – and
contribute to the revision and testing of the hypotheses that are initially formulated
regarding perceived affordances and/or their elements (i.e., actor, technology and use
context). As digitized products are eventually used by external customers, it seems to be
difficult for companies to anticipate whether the affordances will create the desired
outcomes. This is stressed by the occurrence of feedback loops C and D in many of our
examples. Furthermore, our study also provides a conceptualization of the affordance
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actualization effort, a concept that has hitherto been neglected in affordance theory
research.
Our study has limitations. First, we selected the case companies following a
convenience sampling and only investigated six firms. This might affect the
generalizability of our findings. However, despite the early stage of firms developing
digitized products, we were able to investigate six large, global manufacturers that have so
far proven to successfully bring digitized products to market. Second, we only collected
data at two points of time. This might have led to missing relevant iterations in the learning
curve of firms regarding their actualization processes. However, given the novelty of
digitized products and firms limited initial experience with digitized products, we decided
to wait for a longer period before collecting further data.
Future research could investigate whether the various feedback loops differ in
their relative contribution for the organizational learning process, looking at the contextual
aspects that influence the formulation and testing of hypotheses. Besides, while the current
maturity stage of the firms does not allow for it yet, once more companies advance in their
implementations of digitized products, future research using more quantitative approaches
on a broader dataset could provide more generalizable insights. Researchers could use our
proposed extended affordance-actualization model as a starting point for their studies.
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Chapter 3
Realizing Desired Outcomes from Digitized Product
Affordances: A Case Study of Key Inhibiting
Factors 4
3.1.

Introduction
The digitization of products allows manufacturers to enrich their physical

products with digital offerings via “the incorporation of digital materiality into [products]
that previously had a purely physical materiality” (Yoo, 2013, p. 231), thereby adding new
functionalities and capabilities to the products (Porter and Heppelmann, 2014). Based on
their re-programmability and connectivity (Yoo et al., 2010), digitized products (e.g.,
Tesla’s connected cars, Babolat’s Play tennis rackets, or Signify’s Hue connected
lightbulbs) “remain essentially incomplete […] throughout their lifetime as users
[producers, or third parties] continue to add and delete […] and change […] functional
capabilities” (Yoo 2013, p. 231). For instance, the Hue connected lightbulb enables remote
control of basic functions (e.g., setting up light scenes for daily activities or diming the
light) via Amazon’s Alexa artificial intelligence assistant (Signify, 2019), an offering that
was not an intended potential when Signify (previously known as Philips Lighting) created
Hue in 2012. Thus, digitized products present limitless and unforeseen potentials and can
continuously be re-purposed.
4

This chapter is based on a working paper by Novales, A., Mocker, M., and van Heck, E. 2022.

Realizing Desired Outcomes from Digitized Product Affordances: A Case Study of Key Inhibiting Factors. The
paper is under peer review at an international IS journal.
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Despite the limitless potentials that digitized products offer, firms struggle with
generating value and desired outcomes. According to a recent research study (Mocker et
al., 2019), the median revenue share from digital offerings in large companies only
accounted for 5% of the total revenue of the investigated companies.
In this paper, we take an affordance theory approach (Majchrzak and Markus,
2012; Nambisan et al., 2017) to investigate digitized products’ potentials (e.g., informing
the service department with product use data). Affordance theory allows researchers to
investigate the action potentials (e.g., offering new functionality) of a technology (e.g.,
digitized product) for a certain actor (e.g., product producer) in its use context (Majchrzak
and Markus, 2012).
The few existing studies on producer-side affordances of digitized products and
related fields (e.g., big data) investigate the affordance perception (e.g., Herterich et al.,
2016; Lehrer et al., 2018) and actualization (e.g., Lehrig et al., 2017; Dremel et al., 2020)
processes. These two processes are part of the four steps (existence, perception,
actualization, and effects (i.e., outcomes generation)) of affordance theory as described by
Bernhard et al. (2013). Our research focuses on the last step of affordance theory, i.e., the
outcomes generation process. As the actualization of the affordances might lead to both
desired or undesired outcomes depending on whether the outcomes are (not) aligned with
the producer’s goals (Majchrzak and Markus, 2012), it underlines the need to advance
theory on the outcome generation of digitized product affordances (Roecker et al., 2017;
Novales et al., 2019).
In their research on the actualization of electronic-health-record (EHR)
affordances, Strong et al. (2014) emphasize the need to investigate affordance actualization
and outcomes. Strong et al. (2014) recognize the existence of factors (e.g., lack of abilities
from physicians to use the EHR) that negatively impact the contribution of affordances to
the actor’s goals and that firms need to address so that desired outcomes are generated.
Yet, their paper focuses on the actualization process, putting less emphasis on how
actualized affordances lead or not lead to desired outcomes that are aligned with firms’
goals in the affordance outcomes process.
As affordances represent goal-oriented action potentials (Markus and Silver,
2008), their relevance lies in generating outcomes that lead to achieving the affordances’
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goals (i.e., desired outcomes). Given the lack of research and producers’ struggles with
generating desired outcomes from their actualized producer-side affordances (Roecker et
al., 2017; Novales et al., 2019) – despite their increased investments in digitized product
initiatives (Mocker et al., 2019) –, this paper looks at the outcomes generation process of
producer-side digitized products’ potentials. Specifically, the paper investigates the key
inhibiting factors that prevent firms from achieving desired outcomes with the following
research question:
What are the key inhibiting factors that prevent producers from generating
desired outcomes from their actualized digitized product affordances?
Our paper undertakes a detailed multiple case study in one company and uses the
novel technique of necessary condition analysis (NCA) to identify the key (i.e., most
critical) inhibiting factors that prevent firms from achieving desired outcomes from
actualized digitized product affordances. We identify key inhibitors that must be absent to
generate desired outcomes instead of identifying sufficient factors that partially explain a
causal relation (Dul, 2020). Our study contributes to research on affordances and digital
innovation (a) by providing an affordance-outcomes concept that theorizes inhibiting
factors that represent necessary conditions and that must be absent for generating desired
outcomes from actualized digitized product affordances, (b) by applying NCA to
affordance theory and providing evidence of how it can contribute to identifying critical
inhibitors/ predictors for failure, and (c) by identifying six key inhibiting factors that reexamine the role of data with respect to the “technology” element in affordance theory and
that contribute to advancing our understanding of digital innovation management with
digitized products.
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3.2.

Affordance Theory: An Investigation of Action Potentials

Offered by Digitized Products
Digitized products, also called smart products (e.g., Rijsdijk and Hultink, 2009),
smart, connected products (e.g., Porter and Heppelmann, 2014), or cyber-physical systems
(e.g., Borgia, 2014) exhibit both digital and physical materiality (Yoo, 2013). The physical
materiality comprises the tangible components that enable some kind of physical
functioning; and the digital materiality represents the logic part of the product, which
comprises the software incorporated into the product (Yoo et al., 2012).
Based on the addition of digital materiality, digitized products have a functional
logic and a physical embedded part that executes it (Yoo et al., 2010) that provide them
with many action potentials (e.g., offering remote maintenance) – some of which may be
even unpredictable at the time of production (Nambisan et al., 2017; Porter and
Heppelmann, 2014; Yoo et al., 2010).
Affordance theory, which has its origin in the ecological psychology field (1977),
has been extensively used in IS research (e.g., Hutchby, 2001; Majchrzak and Markus,
2012; Markus and Silver, 2008; Volkoff and Strong, 2013) to investigate the “action
potentials” of a technology (e.g., a digitized product) in a more holistic way, “without
seeing technology as having deterministic outcomes” (Klecun et al., 2016). As depicted in
Figure 3.1, it is the interaction among the material properties of the technology, the
abilities and goals of the actor and the context in which the technology is being used that
shape its affordances (Leonardi, 2013; Majchrzak and Markus, 2012). Thus, affordances
are relational (Hutchby, 2001; Zammuto et al., 2007) and neither originate from the
technology nor from the actor on their own (Leonardi, 2013).
Based on an extensive literature review of affordance theory in IS, Bernhard et al.
(2013) theorize four processes that are part of affordance theory: (1) affordance existence,
(2) perception, and (3) actualization, and (4) effects (i.e., outcomes generation). The first
process is the affordance existence, which does not determine an action, but the perceptual
information based on the material properties of the product (Bernhard et al., 2013). This
perceptual information will predict whether individuals (i.e., actors) are able to perceive an
affordance (Bernhard et al., 2013). Perceived affordances need to be considered as action
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potentials that may or may not take place (Markus and Silver, 2008), and that may thus not
be actualized. Yet, if the affordance is actualized successfully, it is assumed to generate
effects as outcomes of the use of the technology (Bernhard et al., 2013), which can be
either desired or undesired depending on whether they are in line with the actor’s goals
regarding the affordance (Majchrzak and Markus, 2012).
In the original affordance theory, ecological psychologists assumed that actors
were easily capable of actualizing affordances and achieving desired outcomes – and
therefore placed less emphasis on the affordance actualization and outcomes processes.
However, IT affordances (including digitized product affordances such as informing the
service maintenance with product performance data and error codes) are more complex
phenomena than the affordances discussed by ecological psychologists (e.g., the potential
to sit down on a chair). Thus, the processes that follow the affordance perception require
more attention (Strong et al., 2014). For instance, an actor will easily actualize the
affordance of sitting down on a chair and achieve its goal of resting. However, for the
affordance of informing the service maintenance with product performance data and error
codes, the actor will have to develop a set of skills to be able to collect, store and analyze
data; also the product might need to be adapted, for example by implementing new
sensors. Likewise, even if the affordance is successfully actualized it might also be that the
affordance goal is not directly achieved and, thus, that the achievement of the desired
outcome requires changes in the product (e.g., error codes might not be meaningful) or in
the actor’s skills and competences (e.g., learning to interpret the error codes).
In their research study, Strong et al. (2014) emphasize the need to investigate
affordance actualization and outcomes that will provide a mid-range theory for affordanceactualization based on the investigation of the actualization of electronic-health-record
(EHR) affordances. Strong et al. (2014) recognize the existence of factors (e.g., lack of
abilities from physicians to use the EHR) that negatively impact the contribution of
affordances to the actor’s goals and that firms need to address so that desired outcomes are
generated. Yet, their paper focuses on the actualization process, putting less emphasis in
this feedback loop and ignoring how actualized affordances lead/or lead not to desired
outcomes that are aligned with firms’ goals in the affordance outcomes process.
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Our literature review of papers in leading IS and management journals that use
affordance theory shows that to the best of our knowledge there is no research so far that
has investigated the last process (i.e., affordance outcomes generation) of affordance
theory. Given this gap in research and firms’ struggle with generating desired value from
digitized product affordances, in this paper, we look at the affordance outcomes generation
process and investigate the effect of key inhibiting factors across the three affordance
elements (technology, actor, and context). As technology affordances represent goaloriented action potentials (Markus and Silver, 2008) in order for firms to benefit from
them, their outcomes must lead to achieving the affordances’ goals. By adding inhibiting
factors, we are adapting Bernhard et al.’s (2013) model (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Conceptual model adapted from Bernhard et al. (2013), the shaded area indicates the focus of this paper.
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3.3.

Technology-Actor-Context (TAC) Factors: A Categorization of

Key Inhibiting Factors and Formulation of Propositions
To identify potential inhibiting factors for desired outcomes generation, we
conducted a detailed review of papers published in leading IS and management journals
that investigated the adoption and implementation of technological innovations and
identified inhibiting factors across the three components of affordances (i.e., technology,
context and actor). While none of these papers made use of affordance theory, they
identified inhibitors for adoption and desired outcomes generation across the three
components of the Technology-Organization-Environment (TOE) framework (Tornatzky
and Fleischer, 1990), which can be directly mapped to the three components of
affordances: technology (idem), organization (i.e., actor) and environment (i.e., context).
We then selected the most common factors across the three TAC elements from the
investigated papers and derived a set of thirteen propositions (see Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1 Overview of our thirteen propositions regarding the TAC elements.
Technology-related factors
Proposition T1. A lack of technology/data competence…
Proposition T2. A lack of availability of technology/data ...
Proposition T3. A lack of adequate technology/data infrastructure ...
Actor-related factors
Proposition A1. A lack of organizational support/commitment (e.g.,

… inhibits a

top management, other units) ...

firm’s

Proposition A2. A lack of access to required resources ...

ability

Proposition A3. Deficient collaboration/information sharing ...

generate

Proposition A4. Unclear accountability/incentives ...

desired

Proposition A5. Organizational complexity ...

outcomes

Proposition A6. Inadequate organizational culture ...

from

Proposition A7. A lack of specific business skills other than those

digitized

related to technology/data ...

product

Proposition A8. A lack of shared vision/strategy ...

affordances.

to

its

Proposition A9. A lack of focus/prioritization ...
Context-related factors
Proposition C1. A lack of customer readiness ...
Proposition C2. A lack of partner readiness ...
As shown in Table 3.1 and as reflected by the feedback loop in Strong et al.’s
(2014) research, there are many factors that have the potential to emerge from actualized
affordances. However, not all these factors represent key inhibiting factors that prevent
firms from generating desired outcomes. In this paper, we investigate the above formulated
propositions to identify which of these factors represent those key inhibiting factors for
generating desired outcomes from digitized product affordances and must, thus, be absent.
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3.4.

Research Methodology
A multiple-case study of four producer-side affordances (i.e., four affordances

each representing one case) actualized within the firm ProfEQ was executed. The choice to
conduct a case study was motivated by the fact that digitized products’ affordances are
relatively new, with scarce literature. According to Yin (2003), a case study is applicable
when the research object is still under development and is investigated within its real-life
context.

3.4.1. Case context
ProfEQ is a market leader in professional equipment manufacturing that offers
both consumer (B2C) and professional (B2B) products. Headquartered in Europe, the
company employs over 10,000 people worldwide and sells its products via its over 100
sales and service subsidiaries that are organized as independent legal entities. ProfEQ’s
digitized product offerings for the professional equipment business division (B2B) were
investigated. The company started to digitize its first professional product offering, called
Line, in 2013. Line is a product management system that encompasses a range of
connected professional machines (e.g., floor scrubbers and sweepers). The machines
contain several sensors included in a data collection and transmission unit (DCTU) that
enables the collection and transfer of product use and performance data.

3.4.2. Data collection
We conducted eleven interviews with eight employees at ProfEQ including the
director of digitized products for B2B, three product managers, the sales manager for
digitized products, the head of aftersales services, the consulting services manager, and a
requirements engineer and product owner of the digitized products platform. Eight
interviews were conducted in person, while three pre-case discussions were held over the
phone with the director of digitized products in preparation for the case interviews.
The interviews had two separate parts. The first half consisted of semi-structured
questions that aimed at exploring the main inhibiting factors. In the second half, we asked
interviewees to fill in a structured questionnaire to assess the previously identified TAC
factors and thereby validate our propositions. The interviewees were invited to explain the
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reasons behind those factors that had a high impact (4 or 5 in our scale). The structured
questionnaire allowed us to produce perceptional quantitative data as part of the case study
evidence (Yin, 2003).

3.4.3. Data analysis: necessary condition analysis (NCA) and qualitative
content analysis
To analyze the quantitative data from the structured questionnaire, we applied
necessary condition analysis (NCA) (Dul, 2020) to investigate key inhibiting factors that
represent those factors that must be absent for generating the desired outcomes; i.e., if the
factor is present, no desired outcomes will be generated. Although necessity and
sufficiency are considered related terms in research, they are fundamentally different. NCA
aims to address a gap regarding existing analytical tools to provide an approach that can
help to identify the most critical factors that are necessary, rather than identifying
numerous sufficient factors that partially explain the causal relation (Dul, 2020).
Figure 3.2 below shows a graphic visualization of the discrete necessary condition
and dichotomous outcome in the form of the commonly used contingency matrix used in
our study (e.g., Braumoeller & Goertz, 2000, Dul, 2016).

Figure 3.2 The contingency matrix of our discrete necessary condition with five levels and
dichotomous outcome with two levels (adapted from Dul, 2016).
An empty area in the upper left corner of the contingency matrix (known as the
ceiling zone) provides evidence for the presence of a necessary condition (Dul, 2016). The
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effect size (d) of the necessary condition is calculated with the function d = C/S, where C
represents the ceiling zone (i.e., “empty” zone in the upper left side of the scatterplot) and
S the “scope” (i.e., the total zone) (Dul, 2016). Dul (2016) proposes a general qualification
where an effect of 0 < d < 0.1 is considered “small”, 0.1 ≤ d < 0.3 “medium”, 0.3 ≤ d < 0.5
“large”, and d ≥ 0.5 “very large”.
Next to evaluating the quantitative data from the questionnaire, a qualitative
content analysis of the interviews was conducted using NVivo based on the coding
approach proposed by Gioia et al. (2012). In the first step, codes were identified within
each interview and text instances referring to affordances and technology, actor, and
context-related factors were selected. Similarities and differences among the concepts were
reviewed, as part of a within-case analysis and by searching for cross-case similarities and
differences. This process was conducted iteratively, going back to quotes during
discussions and assessing the quote context in order to address interrater conflict. Given
the newness of digitized products and the relatively small number of interviewees, the
analysis helped us to triangulate our data and thereby enrich our explanation of the
investigated phenomena (Jick, 1979).
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3.5.

Four Affordance Cases
We present the four investigated affordance cases, the goal targeted by ProfEQ, as

well as the evidence for its (lack of) generation of desired outcomes.

3.5.1. Affordance case A: refining the product
Description of affordance: This affordance refers to the firm’s potential to refine
the product, by e.g., enhancing the product design or by changing components, based on
product performance and use data collected by the DCTU.
[The engineers] they also have the possibility to transmit four times per
day, three times per day. They can define: I want the data every five
seconds. You know exactly what is happening with the machine. You get
information about how often the customer uses a dedicated function.
This is meaningless information for the customer. But if we design a
machine and the customers do not use a function or only one time, we
can get rid of the function and save money. – Head of Aftersales
Services
Desired outcome: The goal of this affordance (i.e., the desired outcome) was to
use the data generated by the Line machines to learn about the actual product use and
performance and thereby inform the product development to enhance the product design of
future generations to save money.
We wanted to learn about the actual usage of the machine from a
product management perspective. (…) If you have a big base of installed
machines […], you can actually look whether or not that engine had
been over-engineered or under-engineered. And you can save a lot of
money in future projects if you know that. – Director Digitized Products
Evidence for (lack of) desired outcomes generation (authors’ interpretation):
ProfEQ has successfully managed to achieve its targeted impact. The engineers at ProfEQ
have access to the data generated by Line machines via an implemented data warehouse,
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which is helping them to learn about the real use of machines and improve some features
in the design (e.g., change the engine to a less powerful one in case the engine is overengineered), thereby saving costs.
The developers and test department are using this data and its own
complete different system that has been created. […] the product
managers of the new machine, they really like it […] So better
development. – Requirements Engineer and Product Owner Digitized
Products Platform

3.5.2. Affordance case B: providing consulting services
Description of affordance: This affordance refers to the firm’s potential to consult
its customers based on the product performance and use data generated by the Line
machines and on data specific to the customer (e.g., labour costs). ProfEQ is able to
provide recommendations to its customers so that they can optimize their operational
processes.
We can provide consultant services. We can take a look at the [Line]
data and tell our customers, well, you know, we saw that you have a
machine […], but you’re not really using it. And there is another
machine that’s totally running past its limit.

[…] why don’t you

exchange those two machines? It would help you a lot. – Director
Digitized Products
Desired outcome: The goal of this affordance was to use the data generated by
Line to provide a consulting service to customers in order to improve their processes and
machines’ usage, and thereby generate a new source of revenue and potentially more sales
for ProfEQ via a consulting service.
The goal is to enable the sales subsidiaries to do consulting projects.
[…And then] basically use this consulting process as a way of sales, a
sales tool. You consult your customer on what they need and try to sell
products that way. – Director Digitized Products
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Evidence for (lack of) desired outcomes generation (authors’ interpretation):
Although ProfEQ has managed to consult some customers and provide them with
guidelines to optimize their processes, so far, these projects have been pilot projects and
ProfEQ has not yet generated revenue from this affordance or scaled it beyond the pilot
projects. Thus, ProfEQ is currently not generating its desired impact from this affordance.
We made quite a few sales of that. But of course that doesn't scale. Once
again, somebody from my team has to look at this and then we have to
talk to customers, etc. – Director Digitized Products

3.5.3. Affordance case C: informing service technicians
Description of affordance: This affordance refers to the potential to use the
product as a service/diagnostics tool, i.e., to inform the service technicians about the
machine condition, including its location, serial number, and error codes and thereby
define what the problem is so that they are prepared for a repair before they are on site.
Our service can actually look at these machines remotely, and when
there is a problem with the machine, we already know what’s going on,
so we know the serial number, the part number of that machine, and we
know the error code.

So if a service technician leaves to fix that

machine, he already knows all these things and can bring the right spare
part. – Director Digitized Products
Desired outcome: The outcome targeted with this affordance was to do remote
diagnostics and inform the service department with data about the machine performance to
enhance the service process and reduce costs by reducing visits to the customers’ setting.
The original goal [to create Line] was a service tool, so a remote
diagnostics tool. [...] this saves a trip, and this saves us service time. So
the more machines we outfit with our telematics unit, the more money
we save. Simple equation. – Director Digitized Products
Evidence for (lack of) desired outcomes generation (authors’ interpretation): Due
to unexpected issues with the error codes that led to the machines producing too many
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error codes that were not meaningful, ProfEQ is not yet generating desired impact from
this affordance.
What we're not yet generating value with, is the whole service part. […]
We found out that it's not as easy as it might seem. […] We're still in the
process of solving it. […] a single machine sends 10,000 error codes a
day; […] there obviously is something wrong with how machines are
generating error codes. – Product Manager Line

3.5.4. Affordance case D: informing sales
Description of affordance: This affordance refers to the potential to use product
use and performance data to inform the sales department and thereby enhance the sales
process by having a more focused and customized sales approach to target customers
better.
With the [Line] data together with the service, with the CRM data, we
have life cycle information of the product, we didn’t have before. […]
That means we have arguments for sales. That our life cycle costs,
hopefully, are below the life cycle costs of our competitors. – Head of
Aftersales Services
Desired outcome: With this affordance, the outcome expected by ProfEQ is that
the salespeople check the data and reports available in the web-portal and, thereby, get
more knowledge about the customers before they go to talk to them and try to generate
sales.
The vision is that the salesmen check the [web-portal] before talking to
a customer. – Sales Manager Digitized Products
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Evidence for (lack of) desired outcomes generation (authors’ interpretation): Sales
people are not yet using this information before going to the customers. They only do it in
few occasions when the sales manager digitized products joins them. Thus, ProfEQ is not
generating the desired impact from this affordance yet.
Maybe in five years it will be the norm, but at the moment it's a matter of
time. The time of the salesmen. Who has the time? […] They use it when
I am with them. – Sales Manager Digitized Products
So far, ProfEQ has generated the desired impact from one of the affordances:
refining the product. For the other three affordances, there are still key inhibiting factors
that are preventing ProfEQ from achieving its desired outcome. Further detail on the
inhibitors is provided in the findings section below.

3.6.

Empirical Findings

3.6.1. Rating of the TAC inhibiting factors
Table 3.2 presents the results from the questionnaire with an overview of the
factors per element and their score on each affordance, as well as the effect sizes from the
NCA for each factor. In order to make the analysis easier to read, the scores were labelled
as low (values 1 and 2), medium (value 3) and high (values 4 and 5).
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Table 3.2 Rating of the TAC factors that affect desired outcomes generation based on the
questionnaire and their effect size from NCA.

Impact Generation
Tech.-related factors
T1. Lack of technology/
data competence
T2. Lack of availability
of technology/ data
T3. Lack of adequate
tech./ data infrastructure
Actor-related factors
A1. Lack of
organizational support/
commitment
A2. Lack of access to
required resources
A3. Deficient
collaboration
/information sharing
A4. Unclear
accountability
/incentives
A5. Org. complexity
A6. Inadequate org.
culture
A7. Lack of specific
business skills other than
tech./data related
A8. Lack of shared
vision/ strategy
A9. Lack of focus/
prioritization
Context-related factors
C1. Lack of customer
readiness
C2. Lack of partner
readiness

Case A

Case B

Case C

Case D

Refining
the
product
Yes

Providing
consulting
services
No

Informing
Service

Informing
Sales

No

No

Medium
(3)
Low
(2)
Low
(1)

High
(4)
Medium
(3)
High
(4)

Low
(1)
High
(5)
High
(4)

Low
(1)
High
(5)
High
(4)

Low
(2)

Low
(2)

Low
(1)

Low
(2)

0.00

Medium
(3)

High
(4)

Medium
(3)

Medium
(3)

0.00

Low (1)

Medium
(3)

Medium
(3)

High
(4)

0.67

Low
(2)

High
(5)

High
(4)

High
(5)

0.67

High
(4)
Low
(2)

High
(4)
Medium
(3)

Medium
(3)
High
(4)

Low
(2)
Low
(2)

Medium
(3)

High
(4)

Medium
(3)

High
(5)

Low
(2)
Medium
(3)

Low
(2)
High
(4)

Medium
(3)
High
(5)

Low
(2)
High
(4)

Low
(1)
Low
(1)

Medium
(3)
Low
(2)

Low
(2)
Low
(1)

High
(4)
Low
(1)

Effect
Size

0.00
0.33
1.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.5
0.33
0.00
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As shown in Table 3.2, not all digitized product affordances are affected by the
same inhibiting factors and in the same degree. According to the threshold provided by
Dul (2016), factors T2, T3, O3, O4, O9 and E1 show a large effect size (d ≥ 0.3) and are
considered key inhibitors (i.e., necessary condition). Based on these effect sizes,
propositions T2, T3, A3, A4, A9, and C1 are therefore accepted.
In the following section, we provide further insights into the accepted
propositions based on the qualitative content analysis of the interviews.

3.6.2. Underlying logic of the identified key inhibiting factors
Beyond providing further support for the accepted propositions, the qualitative
content analysis also provides us with a deeper understanding of the underlying logic and
causal mechanisms of the six identified key inhibiting factors, which helped us to refine
our propositions into findings and to understand the dynamics and mechanisms of the
affordance outcomes generation process.
Regarding proposition T2, interviewees stated that the issue was not related to the
lack of data availability per se, but to the lack of availability of data of sufficient quality
(i.e., not just quantity). For instance, in the case of the affordance ‘informing service’, the
error code ‘low voltage’ was generated each time the machine was turned off.
The problem has not been getting the error codes and transmitting them.
Just the sheer amount and the quality of the error codes was and still is
a problem. – Product Manager Line
Based on this evidence and the findings from the questionnaire based NCA
analysis, we refine proposition T2 in the following way:
Finding 1. A lack of availability of quality data (not just quantity) inhibits desired
outcomes generation from actualized digitized products affordances.
In relation to proposition T3, all interviewees agreed that the issue was the lack of
integration between the different IT systems (i.e., IT infrastructure), which prevented them
from generating desired outcomes, as these affordances often require data from different IT
systems. This lack of integration leads to increased IT complexity, as the analysts need to
make use of multiple databases and systems that do not share information.
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We have the data in different platforms, it's an issue definitely. […] My
analyst if he works with the data, he usually has eight different
databases. To put the data together, to find the reference from one
database in the other. This does not help to be fast. – Head of Aftersales
Services.
This issue was solved for the affordance case ‘refining the product’ with the
implementation of one standard infrastructure.
When it comes to telematics data [for refining the product], we managed
to have one system in use worldwide that all countries use. So that
probably also was the learning […] We went for one standard
infrastructure. – Product Manager Line
Based on this evidence and the findings from the questionnaire-based NCA
analysis, we refine proposition T3 in the following way:
Finding 2. A lack of integration and compatibility of IT systems and data sources inhibits
desired outcomes generation from actualized digitized products affordances.
Regarding proposition A3, as we mentioned in the case description, ‘informing
sales’ and ‘informing service technicians’ are actualized by the sales and service
subsidiaries that are organized as independent legal entities and are traditionally “nondigital” units. According to the interviewees, this affected the collaboration and
information sharing between the subsidiaries and the main organization.
Very often, when we request the subsidiaries to analyze data, if we
generated a problem, we do not get feedback, they do not have time to
do this. They do not control or verify our results […] So it’s
collaboration [that is the issue]. – Head of Aftersales Services
This was also linked to a lack of transparency and information sharing with the
subsidiaries:
All the technicians knew, but they didn't really report back: “Don't look
in the error memory, it's full with thousands and thousands of errors”.
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[…] This would have rang a lot of alarm bells, but it didn’t. –
Requirements Engineer and Product Owner Digitized Products Platform
Based on this evidence and the findings from the questionnaire-based NCA
analysis, we refine proposition A3 in the following way:
Finding 3. A lack of collaboration/information sharing across (digital and non-digital)
units inhibits desired outcomes generation from actualized digitized products affordances.
For the factor underlying proposition A4, interviewees were unanimous that the
issue was that responsibilities for digitized products were not clear, i.e., there was a lack of
accountability, which is key to success and to generate desired outcomes from the
affordances.
Someone has to feel responsible for it to make it successful. – Manager
Consulting Services
As the product manager for Line stated when discussing the affordance
‘informing service technicians’, the issue was that once the product was ready and the
affordance had been actualized, there were no clear goals or strategies to generate desired
outcomes from this affordance and it was also unclear who was responsible for it.
When we had the tool ready for the service technicians to read the error
codes, in most subsidiaries there hasn't been any clear strategies. […]
Who is going to be responsible for it? […] There hasn't been that much
structure […] to establish clear responsibilities within the company and
within the subsidiaries. – Product Manager Line
Interviewees all agreed that to define clear and successful accountability, an
incentive-system needs to be defined, which is adapted to digitized products and not to
traditional revenue systems.
There is an incentive system but it's bad because the incentive is based
on revenue. Usually, the sales force spend more time in selling a
€10,000 machine than in a subscription for €60. This is the main
problem. […] In the subsidiary, the priority is set on machine sales.
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These are the targets. They do not have digitization targets or digital
product targets. – Head of Aftersales Services
Based on this evidence and the findings from the questionnaire-based NCA
analysis, we refine proposition A4 in the following way:
Finding 4. A lack of clear accountability and incentives inhibits desired outcomes
generation from actualized digitized products affordances.
When discussing the lack of focus/prioritization factor (proposition A9), both the
lack of focus and the lack of prioritization were mentioned as inhibiting factors, forming a
potential paradox. On the one hand, not prioritizing digitized products enough in the
organization (i.e., lack of focus on digitized products) seemed to be a barrier for generating
desired outcomes. Yet, on the other hand, aiming for too many digitized products and,
thus, not prioritizing fewer products was seen as a barrier too.
Regarding focus, as a product manufacturer ProfEQ had its focus on selling
traditional non-digitized machines and, therefore, digitized products did not get as much
attention in the organization.
At [ProfEQ], our main focus is on producing machines and you often
forget that there is a completely different topic [namely digital] to push.
– Manager Consulting Services
Recent organizational changes, such as creating a specific unit for digitized
products and solutions, were helping to take the focus to digitized products at ProfEQ.
I think [ProfEQ] had this change in mind now. We are setting up all
these departments here with the digital [unit]. So we are on the right
way, yes. We just have to ensure that we really focus on that. – Manager
Consulting Services
However, as digitized products got more attention, this brought the issue of lack
of prioritization. Digitizing more physical products based on modular parts from the
already digitized products proved to be detrimental and more complicated than expected,
raising the need to prioritize some specific products to ensure high quality.
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That was probably the mistake that was made when we had the [first
product] connected. We thought we have this technology working, now
let's do it for something else. […] We had a lot of things going on, but
we weren't focusing anymore. It also was a journey to say, we won't be
working on this anymore. […] We had to prioritize and in the beginning,
we probably wanted too much, and this really was a struggle. – Product
Manager Line
Based on this evidence and the findings from the questionnaire-based NCA
analysis, we refine proposition A9 in the following way:
Finding 5. A lack of commitment to a limited number of digitized products inhibits desired
outcomes generation from actualized digitized products affordances.
Regarding customer readiness (proposition C1), one big challenge was that
customers don’t have anyone at the customer site that can interpret the data generated by
the Line products.
Even if they believe in the theoretical benefits of it, they say “well, we
don't have anyone in our company to look at the data and interpret it”.
Because you need to do that, the system doesn't tell you what to do. It
just gives you the information […] you need to make your own
decisions. – Director Digitized Products
Based on this evidence and the findings from the questionnaire-based NCA
analysis, we refine proposition C1 in the following way:
Finding 6. A lack of customer readiness (regarding the ability to manage data) inhibits
desired outcomes generation from producer-side affordances of digitized products.
Our findings suggest that the underlying logic of all six key inhibiting factors
revolves around the role of data. The first three key inhibiting factors (T2, T3, A3) stress
the importance of quality, integrated, shared data for generating desired outcomes from
digitized products. The other three key inhibiting factors build on the relevance of the
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ability to manage this data, both intra-organizationally (A4, A9) and inter-organizationally
(C1).

3.7.

Affordance-Outcomes Lens
Our investigated affordances provide evidence that reinforces Markus and Silver’s

(2008) suggestion that actualized affordances of IT artifacts not always lead to desired
outcomes and emphasize the relevance of investigating the affordance-outcomes process.
While in some cases actualized affordances might directly lead to generating outcomes that
are aligned with the initial goal of the affordance (thus generating desired outcomes), in
most cases, actors will have to face key inhibiting factors that emerge from actualized
affordances and that need to be addressed before the actualized affordance can generate
desired outcomes.
As reflected in our empirical findings and aligned with Strong et al.’s (2014)
affordance-actualization concept, inhibiting factors originate from the three elements that
make up the affordance: technology (e.g., lack of integration and compatibility of IT
systems and data sources), actor (e.g., lack of clear accountability) or context (lack of
customer readiness). And even if they originate from one of the affordance elements, our
findings reveal that just as affordances emerge through the interaction among the actor,
technology and context (e.g., Majchrzak and Markus, 2012), inhibiting factors are also
relational and arise from a lack of fit between the technology, actor and context. For
instance, the inhibiting factor “lack of availability of quality data” arises from the
mismatch between the technology, actor and context, as the available data is inadequate to
meet the actor’s goal in the given use context.
Following the emergence of inhibiting factors, firms will need to adjust the TAC
elements of the affordance to be able to generate desired outcomes (Strong et al., 2014).
Such adjustments can be new actions or re-actions (i.e., readjustments of some of the
actions implemented to actualize the affordance). For instance, for the inhibiting factor of
“lack of availability of quality data”, ProfEQ mentioned that they had to redefine the error
codes (a re-action related to the technology) to have their needs reflected in the meaning of
the codes (a new action related to the actor element). This example shows that (re-) actions
following the inhibiting factors are also TAC-related.
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Our findings suggest that the outcomes generation process is an iterative process
in which feedback derived from emerging key inhibiting factors leads to (re-)actions that
need to be implemented to address those inhibitors (see Figure 3.3). Still, just as reflected
in our findings, not all inhibiting factors represent critical inhibitors (i.e., necessary
conditions) – factors that must be absent for generating desired outcomes. E.g., while
ProfEQ was affected by high organizational complexity also for the affordance “refining
the product”, this inhibitor did not represent a critical inhibitor, as ProfEQ was generating
desired outcomes from this affordance despite facing this factor. This highlights that as
hypothesized, not all emerging inhibiting factors are critical, and that firms must, thus,
identify and prioritize those inhibitors that are key.
Figure 3.3 below provides an overview of our affordance-outcomes concept for
digitized product affordances.
AFFORDANCES

ACTOR:
PRODUCER

AFFORDANCE-OUTCOMES

ACTUALIZED
AFFORDANCES

CONTEXT:
ORG. USE
CONTEXT

DESIRED
OUTCOMES OF
ACTUALIZED
AFFORDANCES

AFFORDANCES

TECHNOLOGY:
DIGITIZED PRODUCT

KEY
INHIBITING
FACTORS
(TACrelated)

(RE-)
ACTIONS
(TACrelated)

Figure 3.3 The affordance-outcomes concept for digitized product affordances.

3.8.

Implications for Research
Our research aims to respond to the call for novel theorizing on digital innovation

management (e.g., Nambisan et al., 2017), by advancing theory on affordances of digitized
products, a field with scarce although growing literature (Kallinikos et al., 2013).
We investigate the affordance-outcomes process, which has been hitherto
neglected in affordance theory research. Based on our empirical findings, we provide a
concept model that reflects the desired outcomes generation process of digitized product
affordances. This process represents an iterative process by which firms implement (re-
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)actions at the TAC elements-level in order to address key inhibiting factors of desired
outcomes generation that are derived from actualized affordances.
Our affordance-outcomes concept provides a foundation in which further research
can build to study the outcomes of technology affordances and stresses the need for
researchers to also investigate the outcomes generation process of technologies, which
represents the last step towards meeting the organizational goals sought by the affordance.
Our paper provides evidence of how the novel technique of NCA (Dul, 2020) can be used
by researchers to identify key inhibitors or failure predictors that prevent success.
For affordances of digitized products specifically, our study highlights the
relevance of data with respect to the “technology” element in affordance theory. The
findings regarding the identified six key inhibitors contribute to literature on digital
innovation by re-examining the role of data for desired outcomes generation of digitized
product affordances. While the technology that is part of digitized products enables the
generation of data and, thus the actualization of affordances, it is ultimately the data and
the ability to manage it that influences the generation of desired impact from digitized
product affordances.
Our findings regarding the underlying logic of three key inhibiting factors –
availability of quality (T2), integrated (T3), and shared (A3) data – align with existing
research on the ongoing discussion on digital innovation regarding the breakdown of
boundaries of innovation (Nambisan et al., 2017). Because of their re-programmability and
generativity (Yoo et al., 2010), digitized products become less bounded, permitting
limitless potentials and bringing “together a greater level of unpredictability and overlap”
(Nambisan et al., 2017, p. 225). To deal with the increasing unpredictability, digitized
products apply a data collection approach known as “catch-all-you-can” (Yoo, 2015). This
makes data quality (e.g., Baesens et al., 2016) increasingly relevant. Similarly, IT and data
infrastructure integration and sharing increase in importance with the generation of vast
and varied amounts of data from multiple sources (Constantinou and Kallinikos, 2015).
The increasing number and heterogeneity of actors involved in developing
digitized products affects firms’ ability to manage data, both intra- and interorganizationally. Intra-organizationally, our study highlights the effect in the
organizational governance (A4) and the need to prioritize (A9). Generating impact from
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digitized product affordances requires adapting roles (in some cases with complete new
ones, e.g., a sales manager for digitized products) and incentives. Although the relevance
of defining incentives is not something new (e.g., Kaplan and Henderson (2005, p.30)
highlight the relevance of “incentives in dealing with change”), digitized products require
incentives that are adapted to meet their unique characteristics (e.g., lower revenues from
low monthly subscriptions vs high, one-off product sales). Besides, our case emphasizes
the need to prioritize certain products. Prior literature on digital innovation has stressed the
importance and positive role of reuse and modular architectures for IT innovation (e.g.,
Svahn and Hendfridsson, 2012; Yoo et al., 2010). However, our research unveils a
paradox. Having a digital platform facilitates the creation of digitized products. Yet, as
innovation becomes distributed, it is not easy to manage and maintain the proliferation of
products enabled by digital platforms. Digitizing more physical products is perceived as
easy due to the re-use of modular parts from already digitized products. ProfEQ
underestimated the effort and the resources required for managing multiple digitized
products and their data across the organization. Inter-organizationally, our research
stressed the need of customer readiness (C1). Recent research has investigated how
collaboration with customers – as a practice related to distributed agency – can help to
drive innovation (e.g., El Sawy et al., 2016; Nambisan et al., 2017; Saldanha et al., 2017).
However, before firms can benefit from customer involvement, they have to make sure
that their customers are able to adopt the new digital technology.

3.9.

Conclusion and Limitations of the Study
In this paper, we take an affordance-outcomes lens to investigate digitized product

affordances. Our findings contribute to research on affordances by theorizing the process
by which (re-)actions address emerging inhibiting factors that keep firms from generating
desired outcomes from digitized product affordances. Our empirical results regarding the
key inhibiting factors for desired outcomes generation with digitized product affordances
re-examine the role of data as a key element of the technology component of affordances
which highlight that it is ultimately the data and the ability to manage data that influences
the generation of desired outcomes.
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Based on a qualitative content analysis and NCA of four producer-side digitized
product affordances actualized by the firm ProfEQ, our paper identifies six key desired
outcomes-inhibiting factors of digitized product affordances: lack of availability of quality
data (not just quantity), lack of integration and compatibility of IT systems/data sources,
lack of collaboration/information sharing across (digital and non-digital) units, lack of
clear accountability, lack of commitment to a limited number of digitized products, and
lack of customer readiness (regarding the ability to manage data).
Our research has some limitations. Because of the novelty of digitized products
and the limited number of successful cases of producer-side digitized product affordances’
actualization and impact generation, we base our analysis on a single firm. Therefore, the
analytical generalizability of our research findings regarding the key inhibiting factors is
limited. However, the investigated firm is a front-runner in digitizing physical products
and four actualized producer-side digitized product affordances were analyzed in detail,
which offered results based on triangulation of quantitative and qualitative logic. Further,
as our analysis is based on one specific technology (digitized products), our affordanceoutcomes concept might not be applicable to other types of IT. The results of our study
will be generalizable when further research is conducted.
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Chapter 4
Low-code, High-impact? The Role of Low-Code
Development Platforms for Fueling Innovation with
Digitized Products 5
4.1.

Introduction
Digitized products such as the Philips Hue lightbulbs and Tesla cars, also referred

to as Internet of Things (IoT) products (e.g., Ng and Wakenshaw, 2017) or smart,
connected products (e.g., Porter and Heppelmann, 2015), are becoming increasingly
popular in consumer and industrial settings. According to a recent forecast by International
Data Corporation (IDC) (2019), the number of connected IoT devices will reach 41.6
billion and generate 79.4 zettabytes (ZB) of data by 2025. The proliferation of digitized
products has further motivated organizations such as Bosch, BMW, General Electric, and
Honeywell to launch software solutions for connecting devices and machines. It has
shifted the way these firms generate value by transitioning from a product-oriented to a
service-oriented ecosystem logic (Sandberg et al., 2020; Marheine and Pauli, 2020).
Digitized products’ unique characteristics – re-programmability, data homogenization, and
self-reference (Yoo et al., 2010) – provide them with a latent generative potential “as users
continue to add and remove applications and change their functional capabilities”
5

This chapter is based on a working paper by Novales, A., and Mancha, R. 2022. Low-Code, High-

Impact? The Role of Low-Code Development Platforms for Fueling Innovation with Digitized Products. The
paper is under peer review at an international IS journal.
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throughout their lifetime (Yoo et al., 2012, p. 1403). This generative trait makes digitized
products subject to continuous innovation (e.g., Porter & Heppelman, 2015), even when
they are in the users’ hands.
Still, innovating with digitized products creates a paradox, described by Yoo et al.
(2012) as the paradox of pace. While digital technologies accelerate the rate of innovation,
firms need to spend more time carefully designing their products, digital platforms, and
infrastructure (Yoo et al., 2012). One way to deal with this paradox is to use low-code
development platforms (LCDPs; Rubens, 2014), which are becoming increasingly popular
in consumer and industrial ecosystems.
Low code – which as implied by its name represents a coding approach that
requires little to no coding skills to build applications – is expected to be responsible for
65% of the application development activity by 2024 (Gartner, 2020). According to
Nadella and Iansiti (2020), “where [low-code] technology is architected to share critical
capabilities, data, and information, it can empower a broad range of “professional”
[software developers] and citizen developers [business users and customers with little or
no coding experience] to break down isolated silos and drive innovation across traditional
boundaries.” LCDPs (e.g., Mendix, IFTTT, Appian, Olisto, Zapier) enable userdevelopers, non-technical employees, and ecosystem business partners to actively innovate
and develop new features, applications (Johannessen and Davenport, 2021). Despite their
increasing popularity in practice, very little research has investigated low code and its
implications (Maruping and Matook, 2020). To the best of our knowledge, there are no
empirical studies that have researched the role of low code in innovating with digital
technologies. Given this gap in research, our paper investigates the following two research
questions:
(1) What are the mechanisms by which LCDPs fuel innovation with digitized
products?
(2) What are the action principles that companies apply to implement these
mechanisms successfully?
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Our study contributes to research on digital innovation and software development
orchestration – defined as the coordination among related actors and their resources to
create and develop software (Maruping and Matook, 2020). We theorize the process by
which two LCDPs' mechanisms – democratization and rapid prototyping – fuel digitized
product innovation in both scale and pace. In combination, these two mechanisms can
drive generative innovation with digitized products and address the paradox of pace (Yoo
et al., 2012). Democratization refers to the empowerment and active involvement of nonIT-savvy employees (i.e., citizen developers without a software development background)
in the application development process, shifting their role contributors (i.e., information
resources) towards a more active role as application designers and co-developers, which
leads to an increase in innovation resources. Rapid prototyping concerns the shortening of
proof-of-concept (PoC) iterations, which leads to increasing the pace of the applications'
development. While agile methodologies are known to increase the speed in the
development process, using LCDPs shortens the agile cycles, and thereby the release
cycles of new applications. Our paper, also explains how these two mechanisms reinforce
each other. Democratization empowers the active involvement of diverse employees that
communicate and feed innovative ideas into the rapid prototyping mechanism. At the same
time, the rapid prototyping mechanism facilitates the involvement of all sorts of employees
in the development process.
Following an action principles research approach (Lacity et al., 2021), our paper
identifies twelve action principles for implementing these two mechanisms – seven generic
to IT/IoT implementations and five specific to the use of LCDPs. The action principles
specific to low code suggest to apply the LCDPs to low task complexity cases,
continuously invest in keeping low-code components up to date, build a flexible and
extendable LCDP, support the translation between low-code and traditional code, and
evaluate the constraints of the digitized product. As the first study investigating the role of
LCDPs for innovating with digitized products, our findings serve as a sound basis for
further research in the field.
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4.2.

Theoretical Lens: Generativity of Digitized Products
The advancements and outspread of sensors and digital technologies (de Reuver et

al., 2018) allow manufacturers to extend “pure” physical products’ functionality by
entangling them with digital capabilities (Yoo et al., 2012). These digitized products – also
known as smart, connected products (e.g., Porter and Heppelmann, 2015), digital artifacts
(e.g., Kallinikos et al., 2013), or IoT products (e.g., Ng and Wakenshaw, 2017) – contain
both physical (e.g., processors and sensors) and digital materiality (e.g., software
incorporated in the product) (Yoo et al., 2012).
A key aspect of digitized products is their generativity. Zittrain (2006) introduced
the term generativity to describe “a technology’s overall capacity to produce unprompted
change driven by large varied and uncoordinated audiences” (p. 1980). Generativity is a
socio-technical trait that can be interpreted as the outcome of the interaction between
actors and digital technologies (Bygstad, 2017). Because of their characteristics – e.g.,
editability, adaptability, openness, distributedness (Yoo et al., 2010; Kallinikos et al.,
2013) – digitized products are generative. The recombination of their technical and social
elements provides them with huge innovation potential (Bygstad, 2017).
Based on the layered modular architecture (comprised of four loosely coupled
layers of devices, networks, services, and contents), digitized products can act both as
products and platforms (Yoo et al., 2010). They can, thus, serve as an operant resource
unleashing innovation and creating new opportunities for value co-creation (Lusch and
Nambisan, 2015), which can lead to building thriving ecosystems (Eisenmann et al., 2016;
Yoo et al., 2010). Furthermore, using boundary resources (e.g., application programming
interfaces (APIs) and software development kits (SDKs)) released by digitized product
producers (Yoo et al., 2010; Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 2013), application developers
can create new innovative applications and services that enrich the digitized products'
offerings.
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4.3.

The Role of LCDPs in Digitized Product Innovation
Despite the vast innovation potential of digitized products, producers have to deal

with the paradox of pace (Yoo et al., 2012). While digital technologies accelerate the pace
of innovation (their generative trait enables firms to innovate with new products and
services), firms need to spend an increasing amount of time and resources to carefully
design their products and platforms/infrastructures to achieve such innovation (Yoo et al.,
2012). In addition, digitized products have transformed firms’ operations and
organizations, making product development and innovation more time- and resourceintensive. They have shifted organizations toward multidisciplinary teams that bring
together traditional product developers and IT/digital specialists with varied work styles,
cultures, and backgrounds (Porter and Hepplemann, 2015).
To deal with the paradox of pace, researchers and consultants suggest firms use
LCDPs (Rubens, 2014), which are becoming increasingly relevant in practice (Rymer and
Koplowitz, 2019; Johannessen and Davenport, 2021). The term “low-code” was first
coined by Forrester in their report by Richardson and Rymer (2014) to describe platforms
that are easy and simple to use and that allow any type of user to develop software
applications. Although the principle behind low-code is not new – the roots of LCDPs can
be traced back to the 1980s and 1990s with Computer-Aided Software Engineering
(CASE), Rapid Application Development (RAD), and Business Process Management
(BPM) tools – the speed of change, agility, and flexibility required in today’s application
development has fueled the spreading of LCDPs (Bloomberg, 2017).
The pace of technology development and the widespread use of digital
technologies call organizations to provide the technology infrastructure and empower
every worker and user to become developers, fueling innovation (Nadella and Iansiti,
2020). LCDPs facilitate the development of software applications by allowing citizen
developers – individuals with little or no coding skills (e.g., businesspeople, users) – to
participate in application development (Maruping and Matook, 2020; Smith et al., 2020)
based on the use of basic modeling principles (e.g., using graphical user interfaces) instead
of complex coding syntax (Maruping and Matook, 2020). Thus, these tools empower
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professional (IT-specialists) and enable citizen (internal and external non-IT-specialists)
developers to take a more active role, allowing them to deliver applications on their own.
Although traditional digital innovation and low-code development-based digital
innovation share many characteristics (e.g., data storing systems, operational backbone),
they also have some differentiating elements (see Table 4.1). Low-code enables citizen
developers to take a more central and active role in driving innovation and actively
implementing their ideas instead of passively sharing them (Maruping and Matook, 2020).
As described above, this is supported by using graphical user interfaces and declarative
programming, which are more intuitive and easier to use than traditional hand-coded
programming languages that are more complex to use and require a set of skills. Besides,
LCDPs provide a more agile development environment (also involving business team
members), which dramatically and significantly accelerates software/application delivery
(Richardson and Rymer, 2014; Smith et al., 2020). Table 4.1 summarizes the main
differences between digital innovation and low-code-based digital innovation.
Table 4.1 Digital innovation and low-code-based digital innovation.
Digital Innovation
Role of nonIT
Professionals
Role of IT
Professionals
Software
Development
Method/
Environment

Information resources
(contributor role)
Software developers
Traditional Hand-Coded
Programming Languages (e.g.,
C, C++, Python, Java)
Waterfall or Agile

Low-Code-based Digital Innovation
Application designers (contributor
role) and (co-)developers (producer
role)
(Co-)developers (supporting role and
experts)
Graphical User Interfaces and
Declarative Programming
Agile (actively involving business
team members in the development)
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4.4.

Research Method
Given the early stage of most firms' use of LCDPs for innovating with digitized

products and the lack of prior research in this field (Maruping and Matook, 2020), we used
an action principles approach following Lacity et al. (2021). Action principles research
provides an approach for identifying a set of principles relating to relevant actions for
realizing value with the adoption and implementation of emerging technologies (Lacitiy et
al., 2021). This approach studies innovators and early adopters to identify relevant action
principles that can guide the implementation journey of future adopters (Lacitiy et al.,
2021) and borrows from the critical success factors (CSF) method (Rockart, 1979).
However, while the CSF method aims at identifying essential requirements for achieving a
firm's goals (planning) (Rockart, 1979; Lacity et al., 2021), action principles research aims
at identifying actions that can guide the implementation of an emergent technology
(Lacitiy et al., 2021).

4.4.1.

Data collection

The fieldwork for this study was conducted during the first half of 2021 using an
online communication platform. To collect data, we conducted three rounds of interviews,
followed by a questionnaire. The reason for dividing the interviews into three rounds was
based on differences in the interviewees' roles. Conducting the interviews in different
rounds, thus, allowed us to have a more focused discussion and assess better if theoretical
saturation was reached, as diverse groups confirming the same mechanisms and action
principles provide a stronger argument for saturation.
Interviewees in the first round were executives responsible for implementing
low-code initiatives with their digitized products. In the second round, we focused on
professional developers with extensive experience developing embedded digitized
products. In the third and last round of interviewees, we interviewed two CEOs of LCDPs,
and an innovation manager and a software developer who were low-code owners at their
respective firms. More information about each interview round is provided below.
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First round of interviews: exploratory interviews
We interviewed six global producers of digitized products that were early
adopters of LCDPs and conducted semi-structured exploratory interviews (lasting between
30 and 70 minutes). Interviewees were executives in charge of digitized product
development/innovation. We asked interviewees questions regarding their adoption
journey of LCDPs for innovating with digitized products. Interviewees discussed benefits,
drivers, use cases, challenges, and practices. Table 4.2 below provides an overview of the
interviewees and their firms.
Table 4.2 First round of semi-structured interviews with executives.
Firm
(anonymized)

Industry

Number of
Employees

Interviewee(s) Role (anonymized)

1. GarCo

Consumer
durables

> 10.000

Director of Digital Products
Management

2. LiCo

Lighting

> 35.000

Director of Innovation

3. ThecCo

Engineering and
Technology

> 400.000

(1) VP IoT HVAC Products
(2) Head of Engineering HVAC
Connected Products

4. EleCo

Consumer
electronics

> 1.000

Sr. Director IoT Products
Management

5. InCo

Industrial
Manufacturing

> 350.000

Head Portfolio Management – Data
Analytics & Data Science

6. AuCo

Automotive
Supply

> 200.000

Global Team Lead Digital
Application Platforms

The first round of interviews led us to identify two mechanisms of LCDPs –
democratization and rapid prototyping – and preliminary action principles for
implementing and adopting those mechanisms.
Second round of interviews: focus group
Following the first round of semi-structured interviews, we continued the
fieldwork by collecting data from professional developers of digitized products employed
at ThecCo. As described in Table 4.2, ThecCo is a global engineering and technology
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manufacturer headquartered in Europe that employs over 400.000 people. The digitized
product development experts interviewed are active in the IoT domain, have extensive
experience developing software for digitized products using traditional hand-coded
programming languages, and are familiar with LCDPs, although they are not actively using
them yet. See Table 4.3 for more information about the digitized product development
experts. We chose to interview professional developers employed at this firm because of
the firm's extensive experience in developing digitized products.
This second round of interviews was conducted as a focus group over four hours.
The focus group session was divided into three phases. First, participants were introduced
to an LCDP that enables the development of applications for a small IoT device with
multiple sensors, and were asked to complete a simple application. This activity, which
lasted about one hour, ensured all the participants were familiar with the platform and the
low-code components. Second, participants were asked to build an application for a
prototype based on some defined requirements. While the participants completed the task,
one of the authors observed and questioned them. This second phase lasted approximately
two and a half hours. Third, the four participants were debriefed regarding their
professional background, experience with low-code development, and additional insights
about the development exercises. Overall, the focus group helped us follow up on the
concepts that emerged in the first round of interviews, confirming the identified
mechanisms, revising the actions identified in the previous round, and formulating new
action principles.
Table 4.1 Participants of the focus group that are digitized product development experts at
ThecCo.
Interviewee

Role

Domain

Experience in
Embedded
IoT

Expert 1

Lead Software Developer

IoT/ Connected Devices

8 years

Expert 2

Solution Manager

IoT/ Connected Devices

11 years

Expert 3

Senior Software Developer

IoT/ Connected Devices

8 years

Expert 4

Software Architect

IoT/ Connected Devices

6 years
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Third round of interviews: exploratory interviews
In this round of interviews, we talked to two CEOs of LCDPs and two low-code
owners (an innovation manager and a software developer). These interviews aimed to
provide further confirmation regarding the mechanisms and action principles identified in
the two previous rounds and identify new potential action principles that we had not
identified yet. For this aim, we asked interviewees questions regarding their low-code
initiatives (regarding goals, benefits, and use cases) and their implementation efforts and
steps. These interviews provided further confirmation for the two identified mechanisms
and the previously identified action principles. While additional insights were provided
regarding the identified action principles, the interviews did not lead to new ones. Thus,
after this round of interviews, theoretical saturation (Glaser and Strauss, 2008) was
reached, and the fieldwork was ended.
Table 4.4 Third round of semi-structured interviews.
Firm
(*anonymized)

Industry

Number of
Employees

Interviewee Role
(anonymized)

1. Reasy Inc.

Low-code
development

> 30

Founder and CEO

2. Akenza AG

Low-code
development

> 50

Co-CEO

3. EngCo*

Civil Engineering

> 8.000

Innovation Manager
and Low-code owner

4. Hortilux
Schréder B.V.

Horticulture
Lighting

< 200

Software Engineer and
Product Owner

Questionnaire
We complemented the fieldwork with a survey questionnaire to further explore
and confirm the identified action principles' criticality and specificity. While this is not part
of the approach suggested by Lacity et al. (2021), it is a common practice in critical
success factors research (e.g., Bathia and Kumar, 2020; Remus and Wiene, 2010) and can
contribute to a better understanding of the relevance of action principles.
The online questionnaire was completed by nine interviewees across the three
rounds of interviews. Interviewees were asked to rate the perceived importance (i.e.,
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criticality) of each identified action principle on a five-point Likert scale (1: not at all
important; 2: slightly important; 3: moderately important; 4: very important; and 5:
extremely important); whether they consider the action principle to be specific to low-code
or generally applicable to any IT/IoT projects regardless of whether they involve low-code;
and to specify the mechanism(s), democratization and rapid prototyping, linked to each
action principle. Participants were also asked to specify if there were any other relevant
mechanisms and/or actions that had not been included in the questionnaire. Since no other
mechanisms or actions were specified, this provided further confirmation for data
saturation.

4.4.2. Data analysis of the interviews
To analyze the data from the interviews, we performed a qualitative content
analysis following Gioia et al. (2012). We first conducted a within-case analysis of each
interview and distinguished between relevant and non-relevant content. The relevant
content was then assigned to codes (e.g., process simplicity). This process was done
iteratively, excluding non-relevant codes and subsequently adding missing codes. We then
conducted a cross-case analysis seeking similarities and differences in the codes across all
relevant interviews and the focus group. This process led to emerging 2nd order themes
(Gioia et al., 2012). In the last step, we grouped the themes into aggregated dimensions
representing the mechanisms and the action principles of low code (Gioia et al., 2012).
Figure 4.1 below provides an overview of the coding process with some illustrative codes.
During the data analysis, the content analysis was conducted iteratively adding codes from
subsequent rounds of interviews until theoretical saturation was reached (Glaser and
Strauss, 2008).
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1st Order Concepts

Exemplary Codes
Flexibility in the experimentation

“I think around the time [...] LCDP
gave a lot of flexibility.”

High-level coding language

“It is based on an environment
where we can code in our own highlevel language without coding at a
low-level language.”

Process simplicity

“It's super simple, it's literally just
selecting an event and an action.”

Costs for creating the infrastructure

“Making Low-Code work especially
at scale, easy to use and for
anybody available to allow for
innovation, that is not for free. That
comes at a significant cost.”

Generating
codes

...

Aggregate Dimensions

2nd Order Concepts

Speed in the development
Seeking
similarities
and
differences
among the
many
categories,
grouping
codes into
higher level
concepts

Exemplary Quotes

High-level coding language
Highly automated process

“You can innovate and push new
changes out on a frequent basis,
and with [traditional development]
you would not be able to allow that
frequency.”

...
Efficiency on developing site
Process simplicity

“[LCDP] it's just a very good way to
become more efficient in this
different development setup.”

...

Identifying Rapid Protyping
and
Speed in the development
developing
mechanisms
Efficiency on developing site
and action
principles
...

“They can quickly prototype, build
and move something into
production, which otherwise is not
possible.”

Figure 4.1 Overview of the coding process with sample codes.
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4.5.

Two Mechanisms of Low-Code Development: Democratization

and Rapid Prototyping
The interviews highlighted two mechanisms of LCDPs that contribute to fueling
innovation – i.e., increasing the scale of the innovation output and the pace of innovation –
with digitized products. The first mechanism, which we labeled as democratization –
following the wide-spread use of this term in practice (e.g., den Haan, 2020; Nadella and
Iansiti, 2020; Webb, 2020) – refers to the empowerment and active involvement of non-ITsavvy employees in the development process. The second mechanism, designated as rapid
prototyping, concerns the shortening of proof-of-concept (PoC) iterations. In the following
lines we provide more details about these mechanisms, explaining how they reinforce each
other and how they unfold and lead to fueling innovation.
As depicted in Figure 4.2, the two mechanisms interact with and reinforce each
other. For instance, democratization empowers the active involvement of diverse
employees that communicate and feed innovative ideas into the rapid prototyping
mechanism. At the same time, the availability of a large set of low-code components as
well as the easy and straightforward plug-and-play assembly of those components in the
rapid prototyping mechanism feed into the democratization mechanism facilitating the
involvement of all sorts of employees in the development process.
The following two sections discuss each mechanism into detail and how they
contribute to fueling innovation with digitized products.

facilitates rapid development
involving diverse employees
via plug-and-play assembly
of low-code components

increases ideas sharing to
identify and develop
new low-code components

increases

Experimentation

Shorter PoC iterations

More low-code
RAPID PROTOTYPING
Increased
components created
development speed
for development

aids

Early testing of value
propositions

accelerating digitized product innovation.

Figure 4.2 Visualization of the two mechanisms of LCDPs, depicting how they interact with each other and how they lead to fueling and

Expansion of the developers base

resources

DEMOCRATIZATION Increased innovation

facilitates

increases

More diverse
employees attracted
in the development

Collaboration across
different departments
involved in development

Availability of
(co-)developers

increase and accelerate

DIGITIZED PRODUCT INNOVATION
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4.5.1.

The democratization mechanism

As discussed above, LCDPs enable the democratization of the application
development process, empowering non-IT employees and allowing them to take a more
active role in the innovation process. The visual and simple syntax used by the LCDP
allows users who do not have programming skills to get involved (e.g., by easily draftdeveloping solutions) expanding the developers’ base and, thereby, innovation resources.
With Low-Code, you just make it easy to use, you make it accessible for
people without understanding of how a microservices architecture
works. They don’t even need to understand APIs or SOAP web services.
They can just connect the blocks [low-code components] and then
basically get started with it. – Executive at AuCo
As noted by the interviewees from EngCo and Reasy Inc., democratization does
not mean that anyone will code market-ready applications. Application development with
low-code can be described as a hybrid development process in which citizen developers
draft-develop a solution showcasing the user experience, and professional developers work
on the fine-tuning and upgrading.
There’s a lot of code that’s already there, which is programmed or is
coded to work with other pieces of code in the low-code platform, but
you still have to configure the code. […] The only place where I see
non-technical people in the making of the solution is in the user
experience part, only design, but not any deeper into the technical. –
Innovation Manager and Low-code Owner at EngCo
Interviewees mentioned two key benefits of the democratization mechanism that
contribute to fueling innovation: increasing the availability of (co-)developers and
facilitating collaboration across different departments involved in the development process
(see Figure 4.2).
First, interviewees mentioned the benefit of increasing the availability of
talent/resources in the development process, which addresses a common challenge in
digitized product development: the shortage in resources concerning application
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developers with the right skills. By allowing non-IT-savvy employees to take a more active
role and draft-develop a solution, firms can scale up resources in the IT organization to
facilitate the low code components and improve and upgrade the draft-developed
application.
Usually when you look at IT organizations, there's always, either not the
right skill or the not sufficient capacity to fulfill all the business
demands. […] Because [low-code] is easy to use, obviously anybody
can quickly learn that. – Executive at AuCo
Second, interviewees discussed how democratization facilitates collaboration
across departments, leveraging the human talent of firms and engaging employees with
diverse backgrounds (e.g., business, engineering, IT) to work together. The CEO at Reasy
Inc. refers to this as a hybrid process in which various departments work together in
different aspects of the development.
I see it moving from traditional coding or citizen development to a
fusion-like experience. Your user experience is being developed by your
business analysts and by your citizen developers who understand the
user’s experience and what they need, but they’re being backed up by an
IT team to also do the data crunching at the back, or configure the APIs
that are required to take the right kind of data from IoT devices. […] I
think it’ll help organizations leverage the right kind of people for the
right kind of job. […] It will be basically just like having an agile team.
You have your developers, your testers, your business analysts. They’re
all one big family instead of being three different departments. That’s
exactly how we have been leveraging low-code as well. – CEO at Reasy
Inc.
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4.5.2. The rapid prototyping mechanism
As discussed by the interviewees, LCDPs also enable rapid prototyping, which
concerns the shortening of PoC iterations. The plug-and-play assembly of low-code
components enables shorter PoCs development cycles, thereby increasing the development
speed.
If you have gotten to that level that you have to innovate on a day-to-day
basis, then obviously, you need a technology that is highly automated
and allowing for that very high frequency of change. This is something
that you can only achieve with Low-Code. […] The analogy that I’m
usually using is that it’s probably best compared with Lego. […] You
have those building blocks [low-code components], and with those
building blocks that are somewhat use-case agnostic, you can assemble
all different things. – Executive at AuCo
Interviewees discussed two key benefits of rapid prototyping that lead to fueling
innovation with digitized products: aiding early testing of value propositions and
increasing experimentation (see Figure 4.2).
First, rapid prototyping allows firms to test firms’ value propositions early on in
the development process, reducing the investments and resources needed. Those
applications that do not generate value or are not meaningful for customers can be killed
quicker.
You have to find a solution that answers your question immediately,
without investing too much of your development effort. – Executive 2 at
ThecCo
Second, rapid prototyping also fosters experimentation. Shorter PoC iterations
and, thus, faster development cycles enable firms to increase their experimentation rate.
Thus, during the development process firms can, not only kill applications that do not
generate value early on, but also experiment to fine-tune and improve their applications by
continuously incorporating feedback.
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The innovation part happens in the garage. This is where this tool or the
construction set is neatly fitting into because you can quickly learn that,
you can quickly equip your garage with the right building blocks, and
then get started. – Executive at AuCo
The rapid prototyping mechanism not only allows fast experimentation internally
in the organization, but also externally, enabling customers and third parties to contribute
with new ideas for applications.
That is what an open [low-code] platform and an open API is great for.
[…] to come up with new features that we haven’t thought about. […]
The experimentation, very early on, it helped to make different devices
work together. – Executive at LiCo
This last example also relates to the democratization mechanism, as it is the plugand-play assembly and the expansion of the developer base that brings this benefit. As
mentioned above, this is an example of how the two mechanisms interact and reinforce
each other.

4.6.

Action Principles for Implementing the two Self-Reinforcing

Mechanisms
The interviewees also elicited a set of action principles that firms must follow for
implementing the two mechanisms. Table 4.5 summarizes those action principles by
category (these categories emerged during the data analysis process), provides an overview
of their nature, and links to the mechanisms. Following Lacity et al. (2021), we consider an
action principles is “robust” if it indicates a practice previously identified in the literature,
or “distinctive” if it is low-code specific. All the action principles identified are suggested
to be critical for low-code digitized product innovation success, as interviewees
unanimously rated them as having moderate or high relevance in the survey. The
distinctiveness of the action principles and their link to the two mechanisms are based on
the interviewees’ replies in the confirmation questionnaire.
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Table 4.5 Overview of the identified action principles with their category, specificity
(generic or low-code specific), and their related mechanisms.
Category

Action Principle

Strategy

1. Assess task complexity: Use lowcode development for lowcomplexity solutions.
2. Understand digitized products
first: Before using low-code
development with digitized
products, ensure that your
organization clearly understands
digitized product use cases and is
ready for implementation.
3. Get top management support:
Get C-level support to legitimize
and provide resources for
implementing the LCDP.
4. Create accountabilities: Define
roles (“owners”) responsible for the
low-code development initiatives
and make the team/persons
accountable.
5. Assign users: Evaluate and
identify the users who can benefit
most from using LCDPs within the
organization and ensure that the
employee sees the value of using
low-code.
6. Provide training: Ensure that the
employees have adequate
knowledge about the LCDP and its
specific requirements.
7. Involve customers: Use low-code
to engage customers early on in the
development and maintain
continuous communication via
multiple feedback iterations.
8. Keep the low-code components
up to date: Ensure that the low-code
components (code snippets) of the
platform are well maintained and
up to date regarding technological
advancements.

Organization

Actor

Infrastructure

Robust (R) /
Distinctive
(D)
D

Mechanism(s)
Democratization
Rapid prototyping

R

Democratization
Rapid prototyping

R

Democratization
Rapid prototyping

R

Democratization
Rapid prototyping

R

Democratization

R

Democratization

R

Rapid prototyping

D

Democratization
Rapid prototyping
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Digitized
Product

9. Build an extendable and reusable
LCDP: Ensure that the system is
extendable and that the low-code
components of the platform are
reusable.
10. Support the translation between
low-code and traditional code:
Facilitate the transition from lowcode components to traditional code
(e.g., in C++, C, Python, or Java)
and vice versa.
11. Provide data access and
aggregations: Ensure that data are
accessible and aggregated across
different systems, portfolios, and
domains.
12. Evaluate digitized products'
technical constraints: Assess
whether low code can meet the
technical requirements and
constraints of the digitized product.

D

Democratization
Rapid prototyping

D

Democratization
Rapid prototyping

R

Democratization
Rapid prototyping

D

Democratization
Rapid prototyping

As shown in Table 4.5, just like with other technology implementations, there are
action principles that relate to any development of applications or digitized products and
not only to the adoption of LCDPs (e.g., getting top management support). Interviewees
highlighted five action principles that are distinctive to low-code: assessing task
complexity, keeping the low-code components up to date, building an extendable and
reusable LCDP, supporting a translation between low-code and traditional code, and
evaluating the constraints of the digitized product. Regarding their link to the two
mechanisms, most action principles seem necessary for implementing both mechanisms.
Only three are specific to one of the mechanisms: “involve customers” only applies to
rapid prototyping and “assign users” and “provide training” only apply to democratization.
The following lines describe the twelve action principles across the identified five
categories – strategy, organization, actor, infrastructure, and digitized product – and
provide more details into how each action principle contributes to their linked
mechanism(s).
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Strategy
The two action principles in the strategy category provide direction about the
nature of the task and the digitized product that works best with low-code. While assessing
task complexity is a low-code-specific action principle, distinctive from other IT adoptions,
understanding digitized products first represents an action principle that applies to any
digitized product-related project.
Action Principle 1. Assess task complexity: Use low-code development for lowcomplexity solutions.
Most interviewees raised the need to have a clear strategy when selecting the
tasks/projects that are most suitable for using low-code. Because of the characteristics of
low-code regarding its plug-and-play character and quick assembly, interviewees
suggested that low-code works best with simple development tasks that have low
complexity and low implementation cost.
There are a lot of IoT projects in the complexity graveyard: projects that
are complex, but the willingness to pay for those projects is not high
enough. This is why we need to create a self-service and low code
approach. I have a great example of that farmer that calls me and says,
"I want to put temperature sensors into my field because now in April,
the weather is getting too cold, and this is why I need a temperature
alarm in my field.", even when I pick up the phone once, my Customer
Acquisition Costs (CAC) will already be higher than his willingness to
pay, imagine if he is in need for further support. Many IoT Use Cases
are sought after by Non-IT Personas such as Innovation-, R&D- and
Operations Teams. As in the case of the farmer, self-service and no
coding go hand in hand. This is actually why I believe that low-code is
essential for many low price, low complexity cases and it will enable
many more IoT Use Cases. – Co-CEO at Akenza AG
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It is interesting to note that while low-code aims to simplify the development
process (i.e., reduce complexity), allowing citizen developers with little or no
programming skills to participate actively is limited by the level of complexity of the
development/application task.
This action principle needs to be considered when implementing both
mechanisms. Regarding democratization, since more complex tasks call for greater
expertise, firms need to consider the expertise level of the low-code users. Thus, using
LCDPs for low-complexity tasks is viewed as even more advisable when people without
IT expertise are involved. Besides, when programming with low code the coding is done
on a higher, more abstract level. While this makes low code attractive for non-IT
specialists, professional developers viewed this as a limitation for working on complex
task regarding rapid prototyping as tracking errors/bugs on a higher level becomes harder.
Action Principle 2. Understand digitized products first: Before using low-code
development with digitized products, ensure that your organization clearly understands
digitized product use cases and is ready for implementation.
Interviewees discussed that firms need to be familiar with digitized products and
their characteristics before using low code. As the development of digitized products is
inherently different from that of pure physical products (e.g., concerning the different
clock speeds of software and hardware), incumbents digitizing their physical products need
to first understand the use cases they want to pursue with digitized products as well as be
ready for their implementation (e.g., Porter and Heppelmann 2015). This is, thus,
applicable to any project related with digitized products’ development and is not specific
to using low code.
We had to create basics first, because our customer had limited
knowledge in the field of IoT […] They have never done something like
that [develop an IoT solution] before. I think the readiness is often not
there. The strategy might be there, but in practice, it hasn't been done.
Then it is very difficult to implement low-code. – Co-CEO at Akenza AG
This

action

principle

also

applies

to

both

mechanisms.

Regarding

democratization, it is fundamental that all actors involved in the development are familiar
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with digitized products. Similarly, rapid prototyping also requires that developers are
familiar with digitized products’ characteristics as some of the modular low-code
components are specific to digitized products and require expertise.
Organization
The two action principles under this category relate to the organizational structure
and competences of the firm regarding authority and responsibilities. Both action
principles under this category – get top management support and create accountabilities –
represent two well-known aspects that are common across different IT adoptions.
Action Principle 3. Get top management support: Get C-level support to legitimize and
provide resources for implementing the LCDP.
Like other projects and technological implementations (e.g., Doll, 1985),
interviewees stressed the need to have top management support to implement low-code
successfully.
We started with low-code two and a half years ago. We did the first
project. We also had to convince our management, who made a
significant investment in the low-code technology and platform. […]
Now that our own wider management is acknowledging the benefits of
that technology and that concept, this allows us to step out of the
shadow of the past and aim at a larger goal that is indeed reaching
beyond the use cases that we’re currently doing. – Executive at AuCo
As getting top management support is fundamental for any technology adoption,
this action principle is also viewed as necessary for implementing both mechanisms.
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Action Principle 4. Create accountabilities: Define roles (“owners”) responsible for the
low-code development initiatives and make the team/persons accountable.
Next to having top management support, interviewees also highlighted the need
for having clear accountability. As with other implementations, it is crucial to have a
common understanding across the organization and avoid redundancy (e.g., Porter and
Heppelmann (2015) discuss the relevance of assigning new roles and accountabilities to
enhance coordination with digitized products’ implementation). For this, firms can appoint
a department (centralization) or multiple product owners across the organization
(decentralization) to be responsible for low-code development initiatives. For instance, as
described in the quote below, firm AuCo decided to create a new department to drive lowcode development initiatives at the organization.
What we found also within our IT organization is that we redundantly
used the same technologies and innovate, the same bits and pieces over
and over again in different places. Then eventually, we merged many of
those initiatives into one, formed a new competence center, a new
department, where that low-code technology was one of the fundamental
pillars. I’m currently responsible for that low-code team and that new
area that was being formed. I’m driving that in that area, I’m driving
that forward for the company as a whole. – Executive at AuCo
Involving a diverse set of actors, which represents the core of democratization,
calls for coordination and collaboration. In this regard, it is fundamental that firms assign
clear responsibilities. At the same time, for successful rapid prototyping, the organization
should determine which department or person is accountable for the implementation.
Actor
The actor category includes three action principles – assign users, provide
training, and involve customers – that relate to the different stakeholders involved in the
execution of low-code mechanisms and their roles. All three action principles are generic
and common to any IT application development (e.g., Kappelman, 1996).
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Action Principle 5. Assign users: Evaluate and identify the users who can benefit most
from using LCDPs within the organization and ensure that the employee sees the value of
using low-code.
Interviewees stressed the need to identify those employees in the organization that
can benefit most from using LCDPs. For example, Expert 2 at TechCo discussed that lowcode could be useful for algorithm developers to write the logic of their solutions, for
novice developers that recently graduated, or for intern students who also have little
experience with coding at hand.
Who are the target users? Maybe people who develop algorithms and
not so much embedded, can find it useful for developing the logic of
their algorithm and so on. Also for sure the people who are starting in
this kind of fields [novice developers], students. – Expert 2 at TechCo
This action principle is necessary for the implementation of the democratization
mechanism. As low-code development allows anyone in the company beyond IT
specialists to take a more active role in the development, firms need to analyze which
internal actors can benefit most from using low code. At the same time, it is also important
that these actors are committed and see the value in using low code.
Action Principle 6. Provide training: Ensure that the employees have adequate
knowledge about the LCDP and its specific requirements.
Interviewees stressed the importance of providing training and ensuring that users
have adequate knowledge about LCDPs. As discussed by the interviewee at EngCo, lowcode represents a different kind of development. Users need to become familiar with it to
benefit fully. As an example, he mentioned that firms might want to make use of low-code
certified developers. Another option can be to provide internal training to the potential
users of low-code.
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That’s why I think there’s Low-code-certified developers. There is still
development, but it’s a different kind of development. We didn’t have
any low-code-certified developers. We worked with the partner who had
them. – Innovation Manager and Low-code Owner at EngCo
As the core of democratization resides in enabling the participation of a diverse
set of actors without software development expertise, it is crucial to ensure that those
actors have adequate knowledge regarding LCDPs.
Action Principle 7. Involve customers: Use low-code to engage customers early on in the
development and maintain continuous communication via multiple feedback iterations.
Interviewees also emphasized that it is important to engage customers early on in
the application development and to continuously iterate with them, incorporating their
feedback in the application.
The relationship with the customer has to change as well. I think with
low-code, you can help the customer in getting a feel for what they
asked, and getting feedback real quick. – Innovation Manager and Lowcode Owner at EngCo
This action principle applies to the rapid prototyping mechanism. As
experimentation seeks feedback to develop solutions that align with users’ needs, firms
need to engage early with their customers and conduct multiple feedback iteration.
Infrastructure
The infrastructure category includes four action principles: keep the low-code
components up to date, build an extendable and reusable LCDP, support the translation
between low-code and traditional code, and provide data access and aggregations. All
these action principles relate to the repository of reusable low code components and to the
architecture of the LCDP. While providing data access and aggregations is a vital action
principle for any IT implementation (e.g., Constantinou and Kallinikos, 2015), the other
three action principles are specific to low-code.
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Action Principle 8. Keep the low-code blocks up to date: Ensure that the low-code
components (code snippets) of the platform are well maintained and up to date regarding
technological advancements.
First, firms need to make sure that the low-code components behind the LCDP are
up-to-date. As technology is constantly evolving and developing, firms need to keep their
LCDPs updated and revise the components regularly to incorporate new technological
advancements (e.g., a new communication protocol for digitized products).
Another important topic is the maintenance of all of this. How do you
keep it up to date, how you support new hardware, new tech that is
coming even faster than software sometimes. – Expert 2 at TechCo
Since accessing the low-code components is fundamental to both mechanisms,
this action principle applies to democratization and rapid prototyping.
Action Principle 9. Build an extendable and reusable low-code platform: Ensure that
the system is extendable and that the low-code components of the platform are reusable.
On a similar note, interviewees highlighted that the architecture of the LCDP
concerning its components needs to be flexible and modular so that it can easily be
extended and reused by other solutions. Since users of the LCDP cannot adjust the code
behind the components, these components need to be reusable across different solutions
and firms need to make sure that the components can be easily plug and play.
I think the problem is to get that flexibility on the module. That is useful
for all and everyone. For every use case you may have and then you
plug the blocks and it works. – Expert 2 at TechCo
This action principle also applies to both mechanisms. As multiple actors with
different roles can participate in the development, the components need to be extendable
and reusable so that the platform can be used for diverse tasks and by diverse actors. This
is also relevant for rapid prototyping as it relies on the availability of the low-code
components and their assembly.
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Action Principle 11. Support the translation between low-code and traditional code:
Facilitate the transition from low-code components to traditional code (e.g., C++, C,
Python, Java) and vice versa.
Some interviewees discussed that it would be helpful to be able to export the
source code behind the low-code components and, thus, facilitate a translation between
low-code and traditional coding. While according to the interviewees this is not yet
possible for most of the available platforms, they view this as an opportunity to boost the
performance of low code and success of LCDP implementations.
The translation from [low-code] modeling to code is something that is
still a bit difficult. We have for example this mathematical model that we
receive in a MATLAB code which later on we translate to C++ and also
implement in the low-code platform. […] If you would have, for
example, the design parts combined with the code part, then also not
only it is often more clear what you are doing. You also start to look at
optimizations more than you would with the platform. – Software
Engineer and Product Owner at Hortilux Schréder B.V
Since development with low-code is based on a hybrid development process,
democratization calls for ensuring adequate coordination and collaboration across the
actors in the development to translate the ideas of non-IT specialists to the IT specialists.
Thus, to make this process smoother, there must be a transition from low-code components
to traditional hand-coded languages and the other way around. This is also necessary for
integrating ideas from different actors in the rapid prototyping mechanism and optimizing
performance.
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Action Principle 11. Provide data access and aggregations: Ensure that data are
accessible and aggregated across different systems, portfolios, and domains.
Interviewees highlighted the need to make data accessible across different sources
and enable aggregations of all that data.
It’s also about making data accessible across systems. That is probably
even more important than just the pure low-code as a transformation
point of view. We are also thinking about integrating portfolios […] Our
customers are expecting today that products are integrated. – Executive
at InCo
This action principle is necessary for both mechanisms. For democratization,
firms need to ensure that data is aggregated and accessible to all actors. Also, this is
fundamental for rapid prototyping, as the low-code components stem from different data
sources.
Digitized Product
The digitized product category includes one action principle – evaluate digitized
products’ technical constraints – that relates to the nature of the digitized product and its
characteristics regarding the software and the hardware. This action principle is distinctive
to low code as it is the coding characteristics that limits its applicability, while other
traditional hand-coded programming languages are not affected by the digitized products’
constraints.
Action Principle 12. Evaluate digitized products’ technical requirements: Assess
whether low code can meet the technical requirements and constraints of the digitized
product.
Interviewees discussed that it is vital to consider the technical requirements of the
digitized product when considering how to implement low-code. For example, for
embedded products that have performance constraints (e.g., running on a low power
battery for a long time), firms might want to avoid low-code or only use it for developing a
PoC in an emulated environment.
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I really would not like to be coding Low-Code for microcontrollers. For
microcontrollers and these low-level software the number one thought
that you should have is performance and storage. Your code should be
small and your code should be quick. If you have many code layers
above it, which practically is low-code, then the whole purpose of
embedded systems is gone. – Software Engineer and Product Owner at
Hortilux Schréder B.V
The organization should consider digitized products’ constraints and limitations
when using LCDPs, as people without IT expertise will become involved in the
development process. This action principle is important for both mechanisms.

4.7.

Discussion and Theory Development
Our research responds to the calls for novel theorizing on digital innovation

management (Nambisan et al., 2017) and software development orchestration (Maruping
and Matook, 2020). Despite the advancements in software-driven technologies (e.g., IoT,
AI, augmented reality), surprisingly, research in software development orchestration has
remained scarce in the last couple of decades (Maruping and Matook, 2020). Our study
theorizes how implementing two LCDP mechanisms leads to fueling innovation in both
scale and speed. We conduct an empirical investigation of LCDPs' use with digitized
products, another field with a minimal literature base (Maruping and Matook, 2020), but
with high practical relevance.
The two identified mechanisms of LCDPs further our understanding of how the
process and outcomes of innovation shape each other (Nambisan et al., 2017), adding to
prior research on digital innovation (e.g., Bailey et al., 2012; Lee and Berente, 2012). The
generative trait of digital technologies allows for accelerating the pace and scale of
innovation with new products and services. Yet, the need to carefully design, develop, and
implement digital technologies is time- and resource-consuming. In combination, these
two aspects present a paradox regarding the innovation pace (Yoo et al., 2012). Our
research suggests that the two mechanisms of LCDPs described in this paper can address
this paradox for digitized product innovation by affording firms to scale up their
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innovation resources and shorten the release cycle of new applications and innovations.
The modularity, code-reusability, and simple coding syntax of LCDPs contribute to
innovating in the development process by democratizing and accelerating the application
development. With low code this process becomes a hybrid process in which more agents
participate as (co-)developers – some of which were not actively involved before the use of
low-code. At the same time, LCDPs also accelerate the application development process
by shortening the sprints in the development and, thereby, the release cycle of new
applications. This process innovation also shapes its outcomes by increasing the number of
new innovations.
As reflected by the democratization mechanism, the use of LCDPs with digitized
products expands the actor base involved in the ideation and development of new features
and applications. Although the concept of distributed innovation (Nambisan et al., 2017) –
also referred to as open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003), user innovation (Von Hippel,
2005), or network-centric innovation (Nambisan and Sawhney, 2007) – is not new, the use
of LCDPs shifts the role of non-IT-savvy employees (i.e., citizen developers without a
software development background) in the application development process from
contributors (i.e., information resources) towards a more active role as application
designers and co-developers. The visual and simple syntax of LCDPs' components and
their modularity allow users with more diverse backgrounds to actively participate in the
software development process. Thus, with LCDPs not only the ideation phase in the
innovation phase is open, but also the implementation. Innovation with digitized products
using LCDPs becomes a hybrid process in which non-IT professionals draft-develop a
solution that IT professionals then improve and upgrade.
At the same time, as manifested by the rapid prototyping mechanism, LCDPs'
boundary resources, such as modular low-code components, allow digitized products to act
as operant resources (Nambisan 2013), reflecting their generative trait and unleashing a
vast innovation potential through experimentation and faster development. This
mechanism clarifies how LCDPs lead to accelerating innovation by enabling a plug-andplay assembly of low-code development components that speed up the development of
prototypes. As the level of generativity of a technology is determined by its boundary
resources (Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 2013), our findings reflect how an increasing
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number and variety of low-code components can increase the generativity of the LCDP
and the digitized products.
As discussed above, the identified mechanisms also reinforce each other. The
democratization mechanism increases communication and ideas sharing, leading to the
creation of more low-code components. At the same time, rapid prototyping increases the
level of experimentation through the participation of diverse developers, which leads to
making better use of the innovation resources. This evidences the relational character of
generative innovation. As argued by Bygstad (2017) and Avital and Te'eni (2009), the
innovative power of a technology is relational and not only depends on the technology
itself but the combination of the generative technology and the generative collective of
users/developers.
Next to advancing research on software development orchestration with the
identified mechanisms of LCDPs, our study also provides further empirical evidence of
how action principles research can guide research on the implementation of emerging
technology (Lacity et al., 2021). We identified twelve action principles that can guide
practitioners in their implementation of the LCDPs' mechanisms. The five action principles
that are specific to LCDPs – assessing task complexity, keeping the low-code components
up to date, building a flexible and extendable LCDP, and supporting the translation
between low-code and traditional code – also bring new avenues for future research
regarding LCDPs' effect on fueling innovation with digitized products. Based on the logic
behind these action principles, we have identified research questions that require further
attention (see Table 4.6).
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Table 4.6 Research questions for advancing research on LCDPs’ use for digitized product
innovation.
Action Principle

Emerging research questions

Assess task complexity

- How does the level of complexity of the digitized product
solutions/tasks influence the applicability of low-code?
- How can firms mitigate complexity to be able to extend the
use of low-code in the development?

Keep the low-code
components up to date

- How should firms architecture their LCDPs to be able to
include future technological advancements?

Build an extendable
and reusable LCDP

- How should firms deal with the standardization of their LCDP
components/modules? What are the factors that motivate the
choices to standardize the components of LCDPs?
- How much standardization vs. customization should firms
pursue?

Support the translation
between low-code and
traditional code

- How should firms architecture their LCDP to facilitate a
translation between low-code and traditional code? How does
providing this translation affect coordination and
communication between actors?

Evaluate digitized
products’ technical
constraints

- What are the development use cases to which low code is most
applicable?
- How does the physical materially of the digitized product
constraint the applicability of low code? What are potential
constraining elements (e.g., sensors, microcontrollers)?
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4.8.

Concluding Remarks
We conducted an empirical investigation of eight digitized product producers and

early adopters of LCDPs, and two LCDP providers (Reasy Inc. and Akenza AG). Based on
ten exploratory interviews and a focus group, we identified and theorized how the
implementation of two low-code development mechanisms – democratization and rapidprototyping – fuels innovation with digitized products. Democratization refers to the
empowerment and active involvement of non-IT-savvy employees in the development
process, which leads to an increase in innovation resources. Rapid prototyping concerns
the shortening of proof-of-concept (PoC) iterations, which leads to increasing the speed of
the applications' development. In combination, these two mechanisms can drive generative
innovation with digitized products and address the paradox of pace (Yoo et al., 2012). Our
findings regarding the two low-code mechanisms contribute to research on digital
innovation and software development orchestration.
Following an action principles research approach (Lacity et al., 2021), we derived
a set of twelve action principles (eight generic to IT/IoT implementations and four specific
principles to low-code) that can guide firms when implementing the identified
mechanisms. These action principles contribute to practice by providing a guideline for
future adopters of LCDPs. Considering the five action principles that are specific to
LCDPs – assessing task complexity, keeping the low-code components up to date, building
an extendable and reusable LCDP, supporting the translation between low-code and
traditional code, and evaluating the constraints of the digitized product – we have
identified potential research questions that can guide future research.
We based our research on ten exploratory interviews and a focus group with
professional developers, which can limit the generalizability of our results. However, given
the early maturity stage of firms using LCDPs for innovating with digitized products and
the lack of prior research on the role of LCDPs for fueling innovation (Maruping and
Matook, 2020), our findings can serve as a sound basis for future research at the
intersection of digital innovation and LCDPs.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions, Contributions, and Limitations
The increasing popularity of digitized products have radically transformed the
way organizations generate value with their products and offerings. This dissertation
examined the following research question:
What does it take for producers to generate value from their digitized product
potentials?
Based on the findings from the three empirical chapters, we conclude that
implementing a test-and-learn approach by integrating continuous feedback and facilitating
experimentation and collaboration across different stakeholders involved in the product
development are key for successfully generating value with digitized products’ generative
potentials. This dissertation develops:
1) an extended affordance-actualization model that identifies and categorizes
four distinct feedback loops that are part of the test-and-learn approach
followed by firms for actualizing digitized product affordances,
2) an affordance-outcomes model that theorizes key inhibiting factors that keep
firms from generating desired outcomes with their digitized product
affordances and that re-examine the role of data as a key element of the
technology component of affordances, and
3) a

conceptualization

of

two

low-code

development

mechanisms

–

democratization and rapid-prototyping – that explain how enabling
distributed innovation agency and fostering rapid experimentation contribute
to fueling innovation with digitized products, both in scale and pace.
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The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: We first summarize the
main findings from the three empirical studies. Next, we continue with a discussion of the
theoretical contribution and managerial implications. Last, we reflect on the limitations
and generalizability of this dissertation and discuss future research.

5.1.

Summary of Main Findings
The findings from the three empirical chapters indicate that generating value with

digitized products’ potentials will require iterations and embracing learning from feedback,
as well as facilitating rapid experimentation and collaboration across different actors (i.e.,
fostering a distributed innovation agency). Chapter 2 discusses four feedback loops that
relate to actualizing and validating (i.e., evaluation of the outcomes generated from the
affordances) the potentials and that clarify how firms embrace a test-and-learn approach.
Chapter 3 further explores the outcomes generation process and provides a
conceptualization that extends the findings from Chapter 2 by explaining how feedback
generated from key inhibiting factors during the validation and use of digitized product
potentials inform subsequent (re-)actions. Last, chapter 4 describes two mechanisms of
LCDPs – democratization and rapid-prototyping – that fuel innovation with digitized
products’ potentials, both in scale (i.e., increasing the number of potentials) and pace (i.e.,
accelerating the actualization and outcomes generation of potentials). Figure 5.1 provides a
graphical overview of how the findings from the empirical chapters integrate, as well as a
set of propositions that can guide future research.

Figure 5.1 Overview of the contribution of each empirical chapter, including a set of propositions for future research.
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In Chapter 2, we identify and categorize four distinctive feedback loops that are
part of the test-and-learn approach followed during digitized product affordances’ (i.e.,
potentials) actualization and that represent single- and double-loop learning processes.
During the affordance actualization process, preliminary feedback is generated – triggered
by the actualization effort – that allows firms to revise their hypothesized affordances and
get more certainty regarding the actualization prospect of the affordance. Hence, the
affordance actualization effort can trigger feedback loops A – a double loop learning
process (Argyris and Schön, 1978) that leads to a complete re-evaluation of the affordance
and to a formulation of new hypotheses around the affordance elements – and feedback
loop B – a single loop learning process (Argyris and Schön, 1978) that leads to refining the
affordance elements (i.e., reformulating the hypotheses regarding the affordance elements).
Based on the logic behind feedback loops A and B, we propose that:
Proposition 1a. An actualization effort that is perceived as unsurmountable
(because of missing skills and capabilities) and/or unprofitable (because the effort
does not justify the actualization) leads to discarding the affordance at hand.
Proposition 1b. Discarded affordances can potentially lead to perceiving a new
affordance and to formulating new hypotheses for that perceived affordance.
Proposition 1c. A challenging but surmountable and/or profitable actualization
effort leads to refining the affordance elements and to implementing a set of
reactions.
At the same time, the outcomes generated by actualized affordances also provide
feedback that allows firms to test the hypotheses in a real-life setting. The outcomes of the
actualized affordances trigger feedback loops C and D. In feedback loop C, unintended
outcomes lead to reformulating the hypotheses regarding the affordance elements of the
affordance at hand, representing a single-loop learning. In feedback loop D, unintended
outcomes lead to discarding the affordance at hand and in some cases to perceiving a new
affordance and to formulating new hypotheses, thus representing a double-loop learning.
Our findings from Chapter 3 suggest that feedback loops C and D are triggered by the
presence of a set of key inhibitors that prevent firms from achieving desired outcomes (i.e.,
from achieving their affordances’ goals), which they then eventually address by
implementing a combination of new actions and reactions (adjustments of the previously
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formulated TAC elements-level). Our findings also reflect that not all emerging inhibiting
factors represent critical inhibitors (i.e., necessary conditions) – factors that must be absent
for generating desired outcomes. This highlights firms’ need to identify and prioritize
those inhibitors that are most critical to direct their (re-)actions towards addressing those
key inhibitors. In Chapter 3, we provide evidence of how the technique of necessary
condition analysis (NCA) (Dul, 2020) can be used by researchers to identify critical
inhibitors. Based on the logic behind feedback loops C and D, we propose that:
Proposition 2a. Unsurmountable key inhibitors lead to discarding the affordance
at hand and eventually to perceiving a new affordance and, thus, to formulating
new affordance hypotheses.
Proposition 2b. Surmountable key inhibiting factors lead to reformulating the
affordance hypotheses and, thus, to implementing a set of new actions and/or
reactions.
As discussed in chapter 2 and aligned with prior research (e.g., Yoo et al., 2012),
desired outcomes can also lead to perceiving new derivative affordances that built on top
of the actualized affordances. Thus, we propose that:
Proposition 3. Desired outcomes derived from successfully actualized
affordances can lead to perceiving new derivative affordances and, thus, to
formulating new affordance hypotheses.
In Chapter 4 we take a generativity lens to investigate the use of LCDPs for
unleashing innovation with digitized products’ generative potentials. Based on an
empirical investigation of digitized product producers that are early adopters of LCDPs,
this chapter theorizes how implementing two LCDP mechanisms – democratization and
rapid prototyping – leads to fueling innovation in both scale and speed.
First, LCDPs enable the democratization of the application development process,
empowering non-IT employees and allowing them to take a more active role in the
innovation process. The visual and simple syntax used by the LCDP allows users who do
not have programming skills to get involved (e.g., by easily draft-developing solutions)
expanding the developer base and, thereby, the innovation resources. By expanding the
developer base, this mechanism contributes to fueling innovation as it increases the
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availability of (co-)developers and facilitates collaboration across different departments
involved in the development process. Based on this, we propose that:
Proposition 4. The use of LCDPs empowers non-IT employees to take a more
active role in the innovation process, thereby increasing the availability of (co)developers and facilitating collaboration across departments, which lead to
scaling digitized products’ potentials.
Second, LCDPs also enable rapid prototyping, which concerns the shortening of
PoC iterations. The plug-and-play assembly of low-code components enables shorter PoCs
development cycles, thereby increasing the development speed. By shortening PoC
iterations, this mechanism contributes to fueling innovation as it aids with early testing of
value propositions and increased experimentation. Thus, we propose that:
Proposition 5. The use of LCDPs enables plug-and-play assembly of low-code
components that shorten PoCs development cycles, thereby facilitating early
testing of value propositions and experimentation, which lead to accelerating the
time to market of digitized products’ potentials.
Our findings also indicate that these two mechanisms reinforce each other.
Democratization empowers the active involvement of a more diverse set of employees who
communicate and feed ideas into the rapid prototyping mechanism. At the same time, the
availability of more low-code components as well as the easy and straightforward plugand-play assembly of those components in the rapid prototyping mechanism feed into the
democratization mechanism facilitating the involvement of all sorts of employees in the
development process. We propose that:
Proposition 6a. The democratization of the development process facilitates an
active involvement of more diverse employees that communicate and feed
innovative ideas into the rapid prototyping mechanism.
Proposition 6b. The availability of plug-and-play software components in the
rapid prototyping mechanism feed into the democratization mechanism
facilitating the involvement of all sorts of employees in the development process.
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5.2.

Theoretical Contribution
This thesis contributes to research on affordance theory and digital innovation.

Affordance Theory
Next to conceptualizing the actualization effort, in chapter 2 we provide an
extended affordance-actualization model that identifies and clarifies four distinctive
feedback loops that are part of the affordance actualization process. While the findings by
Strong et al. (2014) suggest that outcomes and actions generate feedback that informs the
affordance elements, our study renders a more in-depth examination of the feedback loops
that are part of the affordance actualization process: it does so by highlighting the key
differences and similarities across four distinctive feedback loops. These feedback loops
help advance our understanding of the affordance actualization of pervasive digital
technologies and connect affordance-actualization theory and organizational learning
theories. The identified feedback loops demonstrate that learning happens continuously
during and after the affordance actualization process instead of being confined to a
separate experimentation phase between the perception and actualization processes as
suggested by Du et al. (2019). This is aligned with prior research relating to lean start-up
methodology (Blank, 2013) and organizational learning theories that advocate that
innovation and new product success demand continuous experimentation, learning and
recombination of resources (e.g., Paladino, 2007).
Our findings in Chapter 3 further contribute to affordance theory (a) by providing
a model for an affordance-outcomes concept that theorizes key inhibiting factors that
represent necessary conditions and that must be absent for generating desired outcomes
from actualized affordances, (b) by applying NCA to affordance theory and providing
evidence of how it can contribute to identifying critical (i.e., key) inhibitors/ predictors for
failure, and (c) by identifying six key inhibiting factors that re-examine the role of data
with respect to the “technology” element in affordance theory.
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Digital Innovation
Our findings regarding the six key inhibiting factors identified in Chapter 3 also
contribute to advancing our understanding of digital innovation management with digitized
products. The underlying logic of three key inhibiting factors – regarding the availability
of quality, integrated, and shared data – align with existing research on the ongoing
discussion on digital innovation regarding the breakdown of boundaries of innovation
(Nambisan et al., 2017). Because of their re-programmability and generativity (Yoo et al.,
2010), digitized products become less bounded, permitting limitless potentials, and
bringing “together a greater level of unpredictability and overlap” (Nambisan et al. 2017,
p. 225). To deal with the increasing unpredictability, digitized products apply a data
collection approach known as “catch-all-you-can” (Yoo, 2015). This makes data quality
(e.g., Baesens et al., 2016) increasingly relevant. Similarly, IT and data infrastructure
integration and sharing increase in importance with the generation of vast and varied
amounts of data from multiple sources (Constantinou and Kallinikos, 2015).
At the same time, our findings revealed that the shift towards a more distributed
innovation agency (Nambisan et al., 2017), a common phenomenon in digital innovation
that reflects the increasing number and heterogeneity of actors involved in developing
digitized products, affects firms’ ability to manage data, both intra- and interorganizationally. Intra-organizationally, our study highlights the effect in the
organizational governance – adapting roles and incentives – and the need to prioritize
certain products. Prior literature on digital innovation has stressed the importance and
positive role of reuse and modular architectures for IT innovation (e.g., Svahn and
Hendfridsson, 2012; Yoo et al., 2010). However, our research unveils a paradox. Having a
digital platform facilitates the creation of digitized products. Yet, as innovation becomes
distributed, it is not easy to manage and maintain the proliferation of products enabled by
digital platforms.
Our findings from Chapter 4 regarding the democratization mechanism provide
evidence for how LCDPs accelerate and facilitate this shift towards a more distributed
innovation agency. As the use of LCDPs with digitized products expands the actor base
involved in the ideation and development of new features and applications, innovation
with digitized products using LCDPs becomes a hybrid process in which non-IT
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professionals draft-develop a solution that IT professionals then improve and upgrade.
Besides, as the level of generativity of a technology is determined by its boundary
resources (Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 2013), our findings regarding the rapid
prototyping mechanism reflect how an increasing number and variety of low-code
components increase the generativity of the LCDP and digitized products. LCDPs’
boundary resources, such as modular low-code components, allow digitized products to act
as operant resources (Nambisan, 2013), reflecting their generative trait and unleashing a
vast innovation potential through experimentation and faster development.

5.3.

Managerial Implications
The findings of this dissertation provide valuable insights and guidelines for firms

to generate value from their digitized products.
Our findings from chapters 2 and 3 indicate that managers responsible for
digitized product innovation (e.g., heads of innovation, digital product owners, and related
roles) might want to implement the four feedback loops identified in our research to
formalize and embrace a “test-and-learn” culture that enhances the actualization and
desired outcomes generation of digitized product affordances by building these feedback
loops into the development process.
In practice, the mantra of “fail fast, fail often” is well known (Pontefract, 2018)
and it is a common belief that failing fast and early on will provide a number of benefits
for firms, such as ruling out a course of action early in a project in order to achieve the
planned goal and failing cheaper (McGrath, 2011). However, from our findings, we cannot
see a need to prioritize certain feedback loops over others. Our findings suggest that those
feedback loops appearing earlier in the actualization process (A – effort-driven
reconceptualization – and B – effort-driven refinement) are not inherently better or more
valuable than feedback loops C – outcomes-driven reconceptualization and D – outcomesdriven refinement). For instance, feedback loop D can contribute to identifying new
potentials based on the outcomes from previously actualized affordances, some of which
might even depend on the actualized affordances to be perceived. Similarly, highly
complex affordances might require testing hypotheses in a real-life setting, stressing the
importance of feedback loop C. Thus, as stated by Pontefract (2018), “the real aim of ‘fail
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fast, fail often,’ is not to fail, but to be iterative”. Firms must learn from failure and readjust, re-do practices as required (Pontefract, 2018).
In Chapter 4, we provide further guidelines that can guide firms to fuel innovation
with their digitized products. As discussed earlier in this document, while digital
technologies (including digitized products) accelerate the rate of innovation, firms need to
spend more time carefully designing their products, digital platforms, and infrastructure
(Yoo et al., 2012). In Chapter 4, we investigate how the use of LCDPs for developing
generative innovations and applications with digitized products can help firms address this
paradox and fuel innovation by scaling and accelerating the actualization of digitized
product potentials. The identified two mechanisms of low code – democratization and
rapid prototyping – increase and accelerate innovation by fostering a distributed innovation
agency and experimentation, respectively. Following an action principles research
approach (Lacity et al., 2021), we derive a set of twelve action principles that can guide
future adopters of LCDPs. While some of these action principles are generic to IT/IoT
implementations (e.g., top management support), there are five action principles that are
distinctive and specific to low-code: applying LCDPs to low task complexity cases,
continuously investing in keeping low-code components up to date, building an extendable
and reusable LCDP, supporting the translation between low-code and traditional code, and
evaluating the constraints of the digitized product. Firms might want to prioritize those five
action principles in order to achieve competitive advantage and benefit most from using
LCDPs for innovating with their digitized products.

5.4.

Limitations and Generalizability
While each chapter includes a discussion about its limitations, there are two

overarching limitations that should be mentioned.
First, in all three empirical chapters we selected the case companies following a
convenience sampling and only investigated a limited number of firms. This might affect
the generalizability of our findings. Because of the novelty of digitized products and the
limited number of successful cases of producer-side digitized product affordances’
actualization and impact generation, it was challenging to find cases that had the extensive
experience we would have expected from other technology implementations. This
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limitation was even more evident in Chapter 4. In this study, we selected digitized product
manufacturers that were implementing LCDPs with their digitized products. Given the
early maturity stage of firms using LCDPs for innovating with digitized products, selecting
firms turned out to be very challenging. We based our research on ten exploratory
interviews and a focus group with four professional developers, which might limit the
generalizability of our findings.
Second, our analysis in all three chapters is based on one specific technology
(digitized products, i.e., IoT). Thus, it might be that the proposed extended-affordance
actualization model (Chapter 2), affordance-outcomes concept (Chapter 3), and twomechanisms of LCDPs for fueling generative innovation (Chapter 4) are not applicable to
other types of IT. The results of this dissertation will be generalizable when further
research is conducted with other technologies (e.g., blockchain, artificial intelligence).

5.5.

Future Research
The findings across the three empirical chapters reveal several exciting and

relevant aspects that can guide future research. While in each chapter we provide some
specific recommendations for advancing research, in this section we would like to
highlight some overarching recommendations.
First, given the sociotechnical and relational aspects of digitized product
affordances, we recommend researchers to replicate and extend the models proposed in
chapters 2 and 3 to explore how contextual factors influence the affordances and their
actualization. As reflected in our findings, while digitized products offer many affordances
for producers, their relevance is likely to differ by context. According to Nambisan et al.
(2017, p. 227), affordance theory can help “explain how and why the ‘same’ technology
can be repurposed by different actors or has different […] outcomes in different contexts.”
Yet, there is no agreement among IS scholars on the relevant contextual factors that
influence perceived IT-related affordances. For instance, Herterich et al. (2016) look at the
combination of structure, people, and task based on the socio-technical system theory, and
Klecun et al. (2016) at the combination of cultural, political, and regulatory contexts.
Replicating our research in new contexts can therefore shed more light on how contextual
aspects influence the perception and actualization of technology affordances.
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Second, as mentioned in the limitations section, the models and mechanisms
proposed in our dissertation regarding the actualization and outcomes generation of
digitized product affordances, and the use of LCDPs for fueling generative innovation, are
based on one specific technology – IoT-enabled digitized products/devices. While we
believe our models and mechanisms to be generalizable to other technologies, this might
not be the case. Replicating our studies with other emerging IT such as AI, blockchain, and
edge-computing can shed more light on the generalizability of our findings and contribute
to extending our models to make them applicable to a wider range of technologies.
Third, given the early maturity stage of digitized products and LCDPs, in the three
empirical chapters that are part of this dissertation we have conducted exploratory,
qualitative research. While qualitative research is beneficial for researching emerging
phenomena that are still under development and for providing rich insights in real-world
contexts (Yin 2003), future research applying quantitative approaches on broader datasets
could help provide more generalizable insights. Researchers could use our proposed
extended affordance-actualization model (Chapter 2) and affordance-outcomes concept
(Chapter 3) as a starting point for their studies. Regarding our study in Chapter 4,
researchers could conduct field experiments to evaluate the effect of the two identified
LCDP mechanisms on scaling and accelerating innovation and evaluate the potential
moderating effect of some contextual factors (e.g., industry, type of developer).
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Summary
The advancements in information technologies (IT) and the ensuing increasing
popularity of IT-enriched digitized products have radically transformed the way
organizations generate value with their products and offerings. The limitless recombination
of digitized products’ unique attributes (e.g., connectivity, re-programmability) affords
novel potentials for innovation and value creation and provides digitized products with a
generative trait, as producers and actors continue to add and/or change digitized products’
functionality. This generative trait challenges the assumptions of prior studies on
innovation management regarding the boundaries and centralized agency of innovation.
In the last couple of decades, affordance theory and generativity theory have
become increasingly popular lenses in IS research to investigate the transformative
character of digital technologies and their generative potentials. Affordance theory allows
IS researchers to study how a technology is repurposed by investigating the action
potentials that it offers actors based on their goals, the material properties of the
technology, and the use context. Generativity theory allows IS researchers to investigate
the innovation trajectory of an IT by exploring the uses of the technology as it produces
unprompted changes. Taking a socio-technical view and using affordances and
generativity as theoretical lenses, this dissertation explores how firms leverage the
generative capacity of their digitized products to generate value from their digitized
products’ potentials (i.e., affordances).
In chapter 2, we investigate how firms embrace organizational learning (via the
implementation of feedback loops) during the actualization of digitized product
affordances in order to deal with the dynamism and uncertainty of digitized product
potentials’ actualization. We identify and categorize four feedback loops that relate to
actualizing and validating the potentials and that clarify how firms embrace a test-andlearn approach. In chapter 3, we look at the affordance outcomes generation process – an
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understudied process in affordance theory – to understand what it takes for firms to realize
desired outcomes (i.e., value) from actualized affordances. We provide a conceptualization
that extends the findings from Chapter 2 and that explains how feedback generated from
key inhibiting factors during the validation and use of digitized product potentials inform
subsequent (re-)actions. The empirical results regarding the identified key inhibiting
factors re-examine the role of data as a key element of the technology component of
affordances and highlight that it is ultimately the data and the ability to manage data that
influences the generation of desired outcomes. In chapter 4 we explore the use of the lowcode, a software development approach that requires little to no coding skills to build
applications. We conceptualize two mechanisms of low-code development platforms –
democratization and rapid-prototyping – that fuel innovation with digitized products’
potentials, both in scale (i.e., increasing the number of potentials) and pace (i.e.,
accelerating the actualization and outcomes generation of potentials). Based on the
findings from the three empirical chapters, we conclude that generating value with
digitized products’ potentials requires iteration and learning from feedback, as well as
rapid experimentation and collaboration across different actors.
Overall, the findings, models and frameworks presented in this dissertation will
advance research on affordance and digital innovation theories. The results of the empirical
chapters offer relevant insights into how firms generate value with their digitized products’
potentials and how they boost innovation by scaling and accelerating the rate of perceived
and actualized potentials. Further, our findings also offer several exciting avenues for
future research.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)
De vooruitgang in informatietechnologie (IT) en de daaruit voortvloeiende
toenemende populariteit van met IT verrijkte gedigitaliseerde producten, hebben de manier
waarop organisaties waarde genereren met hun producten en aanbod radicaal veranderd.
Het grenzeloze hergroeperen van de unieke eigenschappen van gedigitaliseerde producten
(bijv. connectiviteit, herprogrammeerbaarheid) biedt nieuwe mogelijkheden voor innovatie
en waard creatie. Het geeft gedigitaliseerde producten een generatieve eigenschap, omdat
producenten en actoren de functionaliteit van gedigitaliseerde producten blijven uitbreiden
en/of veranderen. Door deze generatieve eigenschap kunnen er vraagtekens worden gezet
bij de aannames uit eerdere studies over innovatiemanagement met betrekking tot de
grenzen en gecentraliseerde organisatie van innovatie.
In de afgelopen decennia zijn de gebruiksmogelijkheid- en generativiteitstheorie
(in het Engels “Affordance Theory” and “Generativity Theory”)

steeds populairder

geworden in IS-onderzoek om het transformatieve karakter van digitale technologieën en
hun generatieve mogelijkheden te onderzoeken. De gebruiksmogelijkheid theorie stelt ISonderzoekers in staat te bestuderen hoe een technologie een nieuwe bestemming krijgt
door de actiemogelijkheden die het actoren biedt op basis van hun doelen, de materiële
eigenschappen van de technologie en de gebruikscontext te onderzoeken. De
generativiteitstheorie stelt IS-onderzoekers in staat het innovatietraject van een IT te
onderzoeken door het gebruik van de technologie te verkennen, omdat deze ongevraagde
veranderingen teweegbrengt. Vanuit een sociaal-technisch oogpunt en met behulp van
gebruiksmogelijkheid en generativiteit als theoretische lenzen, onderzoekt dit proefschrift
hoe bedrijven de generatieve capaciteit van hun gedigitaliseerde producten benutten om
waarde te genereren uit mogelijkheden van hun gedigitaliseerde producten (d.w.z.
gebruiksmogelijkheden).
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In hoofdstuk 2 onderzoeken we hoe bedrijven het organisatorisch leren omarmen
(via de implementatie van feedbackloops) van en tijdens de actualisering van de
gebruiksmogelijkheid gedigitaliseerde producten om zo met de dynamiek en onzekerheid
van de actualisering van mogelijkheden van gedigitaliseerde producten om te gaan. We
identificeren en categoriseren vier feedbackloops die betrekking hebben op het actualiseren
en valideren van de mogelijkheden en die duidelijk maken op welke wijze bedrijven een
test-en-leerbenadering omarmen. In hoofdstuk 3 kijken we naar het proces van het
genereren van gebruiksmogelijkheid resultaten, een weinig bestudeerd proces in de
gebruiksmogelijkheid theorie, om te begrijpen wat er nodig is voor bedrijven om gewenste
resultaten (d.w.z. waarde) te realiseren uit geactualiseerde gebruiksmogelijkheden. We
bieden een conceptualisering die de bevindingen uit hoofdstuk 2 verder uitbreidt en die
uitlegt hoe feedback die wordt gegenereerd door belangrijke remmende factoren tijdens de
validatie

en

het

gebruik

van

mogelijkheden

van

gedigitaliseerde

producten,

daaropvolgende (re-)acties informeert. De proefondervindelijke resultaten met betrekking
tot de geïdentificeerde belangrijkste remmende factoren beoordelen opnieuw de rol van
gegevens

als

sleutelelement

van

het

technologische

component

van

gebruiksmogelijkheden, en benadrukken dat uiteindelijk de gegevens en de capaciteit om
gegevens te beheren het genereren van gewenste resultaten zal beïnvloeden. In hoofdstuk 4
onderzoeken we het gebruik van low-code, dat, zoals de naam aangeeft, een manier van
softwareontwikkeling is die weinig tot geen codeervaardigheden vereist om toepassingen
te

bouwen.

We

conceptualiseren

twee

mechanismen

van

low-code

ontwikkelingsplatformen, democratisering en rapid prototyping, die innovatie voeden met
mogelijkheden van gedigitaliseerde producten, zowel in schaal (d.w.z. het aantal
mogelijkheden vergroten) en tempo (d.w.z. het versnellen van de actualisering en het
genereren van resultaten van mogelijkheden).
Op basis van de bevindingen uit de drie empirische hoofdstukken concluderen we
dat het genereren van waarde met mogelijkheden van gedigitaliseerde producten herhaling
en leren van feedback vereist, evenals snelle experimenten en samenwerking tussen
verschillende actoren.
Over het algemeen zullen de bevindingen, modellen en kaders gepresenteerd in
dit proefschrift het onderzoek naar de gebruiksmogelijkheid theorie en digitale-
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innovatietheorieën bevorderen. De resultaten van de proefondervindelijke hoofdstukken
bieden relevante inzichten in hoe bedrijven waarde genereren met de mogelijkheden van
hun gedigitaliseerde producten en hoe ze innovatie stimuleren door het schalen en
versnellen van waargenomen en geactualiseerde mogelijkheden. Verder bieden onze
bevindingen ook een aantal geweldige mogelijkheden voor toekomstig onderzoek.
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Resumen en Español (Summary in Spanish)
Los avances en las tecnologías de la información (TI) y la consiguiente creciente
popularidad de los productos digitalizados han transformado radicalmente la forma en la
que las organizaciones generan valor con sus productos y servicios. La recombinación
ilimitada de los atributos únicos de los productos digitalizados (por ejemplo, conectividad,
reprogramabilidad) brinda nuevos potenciales para innovación y creación de valor, y
proporciona a los productos digitalizados un rasgo generativo, ya que los productores y
usuarios continúan agregando y/o cambiando la funcionalidad de los productos
digitalizados. Este rasgo generativo desafía las conclusiones de estudios previos en gestión
de la innovación en relación a los límites y la agencia centralizada de la innovación.
En las últimas décadas, las teorías del ofrecimiento (en inglés, “affordance
theory”) y la generatividad se han convertido en lentes cada vez más populares para
investigar el carácter transformador de las tecnologías digitales y sus potenciales
generativos. La teoría del ofrecimiento permite a los investigadores estudiar cómo se
reutiliza una tecnología mediante la exploración de los potenciales de acción que ofrece
dicha tecnología a diferentes actores en función de sus objetivos, las propiedades
materiales de la tecnología y el contexto de uso. La teoría de la generatividad permite a los
investigadores estudiar la trayectoria de innovación de una TI al explorar los usos de la
tecnología a medida que produce cambios inesperados. Tomando una visión socio-técnica
y utilizando el ofrecimiento y la generatividad como lentes teóricos, esta tesis explora
cómo las empresas aprovechan la capacidad generativa de sus productos digitalizados para
generar valor a partir de los potenciales de sus productos digitalizados.
En el capítulo 2, investigamos cómo las empresas adoptan el aprendizaje
organizacional (a través de la implementación de ciclos de retroalimentación) durante la
implementación de los potenciales de los productos digitalizados para hacer frente al
dinamismo y la incertidumbre derivados de dicha implementación. Identificamos y
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categorizamos cuatro ciclos de retroalimentación que se relacionan con la actualización y
validación de los potenciales y que aclaran cómo las empresas adoptan un enfoque de
prueba y aprendizaje. En el capítulo 3, analizamos el proceso de generación de valor con
los potenciales, un proceso poco estudiado en la teoría del ofrecimiento, para comprender
cómo pueden las empresas obtener los resultados deseados (es decir, generen valor) a
partir de los potenciales actualizados con sus productos digitalizados. Proporcionamos una
conceptualización que amplía los resultados del Capítulo 2 y que explica cómo la
retroalimentación generada a partir de factores inhibidores informa (re)acciones posteriores
durante la validación y el uso de los potenciales de productos digitalizados. Los resultados
empíricos en relación a los factores inhibidores críticos identificados en este estudio
reexaminan el papel que juega la información como elemento clave del componente TI de
los potenciales, destacando que son, en última instancia, los datos y la capacidad de
gestionar esos datos los que influyen en la generación de los resultados deseados. En el
capítulo 4 exploramos el uso de low code, anglicismo que representa un enfoque de
desarrollo de software que requiere poca o ninguna habilidad de codificación para
construir aplicaciones. Conceptualizamos dos mecanismos de plataformas de desarrollo
low code, la democratización y la creación rápida de prototipos, que impulsan la
innovación con los potenciales de los productos digitalizados, tanto en escala (es decir,
aumentando el número de potenciales) como en el ritmo (es decir, acelerando la
actualización y la generación de resultados con los potenciales). Basándonos en los
resultados de los tres capítulos empíricos, llegamos a la conclusión de que generar valor
con los potenciales de los productos digitalizados requiere iteración y aprendizaje basado
en retroalimentación, así como una rápida experimentación y colaboración entre actores.
En general, los hallazgos, modelos y marcos presentados en esta tesis contribuyen
a avanzar las teorías del ofrecimiento y la innovación digital. Los resultados de los
capítulos empíricos ofrecen hallazgos relevantes sobre cómo las empresas generan valor
con los potenciales de sus productos digitalizados y cómo impulsan la innovación al
escalar y acelerar la tasa de potenciales percibidos y actualizados. Nuestros hallazgos
también ofrecen varias vías interesantes para futuras investigaciones.
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The increasing popularity of digitized products – also referred to as smart products, IoT products,
or smart, connected products – has radically transformed the way organizations generate value with
their products and offerings. The limitless recombination of digitized products’ unique attributes (e.g.,
connectivity, re-programmability) affords novel potentials for innovation and value creation and provides
digitized products with a generative trait, as producers and actors continue to add and/or change digitized
products’ functionality. This generative trait challenges the assumptions of prior studies on innovation
management regarding the boundaries and centralized agency of innovation. Taking a socio-technical
view and using affordance and generativity as theoretical lenses, this dissertation explores how firms
leverage the generative capacity of their digitized products to generate value from their digitized products’
potentials (i.e., affordances). The first study focuses on the affordance actualization process, exploring
how firms embrace organizational learning (via the implementation of feedback loops) to deal with
the dynamism and uncertainty of digitized product potentials’ actualization. The second study looks
at the affordance outcomes generation process – an understudied process in affordance theory – to
understand what it takes for firms to realize desired outcomes (i.e., value) from actualized affordances.
The third study explores the role of using low-code– which as implied by its name represents a software
development approach that requires little to no coding skills to build applications – to fuel innovation
with digitized products’ potentials. The results suggest that implementing a test-and-learn approach
by integrating continuous feedback and facilitating experimentation and collaboration across different
stakeholders involved in the product development are key for successfully generating value with digitized
products’ generative potentials.
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